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From the Editor

Courtney Birchmeier
                                                  
courtney@grouptour.com
                                                                   
Twitter: @courtneygtm

«

Art appreciation 

Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves 
at the same time. – Thomas Merton

I know I probably say this every year, but how is it November 
already? As that cold weather begins to settle in (at least here in 
Michigan), it’s the perfect time to cozy up and plan some indoor 
group activities. 

In this month’s cover story, Associate Editor Cortney Erndt takes 
you inside beautiful art museums to learn more about notable artists 
who have left their marks on the art world. These stops are sure 
to empower groups and cultivate an even greater appreciation for 
artistic expression. Page 12. 

Erndt also takes you to Lane County, Oregon, which offers 
outdoor beauty that’s a work of art in itself. Learn more about its awe-
inspiring adventure opportunities on page 82. 

On page 34, Associate Editor Kelsey Smith highlights the 
arts, eats and beats in the sister cities of Shreveport and Bossier, 
Louisiana. It’s truly a place for groups to relax and have some fun. 

Follow Contributor Erica Zazo’s journey in Finland on page 94. 
Zazo recounts her adventures in the Nordic country brimming with 
adventure, awe and authenticity. 

In this month’s Spotlight interview (page 10), Audience 
Development Director Cindy Fish chatted with Philip Sheldon, owner 
and president of HE Travel. The company, headquartered in Salt Lake 
City, Utah, specializes in LGBTQ+ small-group travel and adventure 
travel. 

As always, thank you for reading Group Tour magazine. 

                                                         Until next time, 

Up next: In December, we’ll follow the current to notable river 
cities. Don’t miss features on Springfield, Illinois; Providence, Rhode 
Island; and Costa Blanca, Spain.

Chihuly Garden and Glass,
Seattle, Wash.

          Chihuly Garden and Glass

On the cover:
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Chihuly Garden and Glass,
Seattle, Wash.

          Chihuly Garden and Glass

news & notes

Panama City Beach announces new 
developments for 2019 and beyond

Panama City Beach, Florida, continues to break 
tourism records year after year. In order to keep up 
with demand, this beach destination is expanding at a 
quick rate, with a number of new developments on the 
horizon.

“With new properties and attractions opening and 
even more planning to break ground, the destina-
tion’s unprecedented growth is proof that the ‘World’s 
Best Beach’ is the year-round, Gulf Coast hot spot for 
travelers of all ages,” said Dan Rowe, Visit Panama City 
Beach president and CEO.

New developments coming to Panama City Beach 
include Hang Five Beach Bar & Grill, SkyTrail Ropes 
Course at SkyWheel, Swampy Jack’s WONGO Adven-
ture and Margaritaville Panama City Beach Resort.

visitpanamacitybeach.com
Visit Panama City Beach
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news & notes

Napa Valley opens first 
winemaking museum
and tasting salon

1881 Napa, Napa Valley’s first wine his-
tory museum and tasting salon, opened 
earlier this year in Oakville, California. 
The museum honors the rich history, 
legacy and heritage of the world-famous 
winegrowing region, and the tasting 
room showcases wines from Napa Val-
ley’s distinct sub-appellations. 1881 Napa 
is located in a historic Victorian home 
built in 1874, next to Oakville Grocery. 

707-948-6099, 1881napa.com

World’s first cable-to-rail 
zip line roller coaster 
opens in Pigeon Forge

Paula Deen’s Lumberjack Feud Show & Ad-
venture Park, located in the heart of the Great 
Smoky Mountains in Tennessee, has officially 
opened the Flying Ox, the world’s first cable-
to-rail zip line roller coaster. The zip line roller 
coaster takes riders on a thrilling, 1,000-foot-
long ride 80 feet in the air above Lumberjack 
Square in the zip line position. Instead of 
traveling in a straight line, riders wind, drop 
and soar through the air at 15 miles per hour. 
The Flying Ox combines the thrill of ziplining 
with the track features of a roller coaster into 
one family-fun attraction. 

lumberjackfeud.com

Alcatraz East Crime Museum displays 
Alcatraz Island-themed prison artwork

Each year, tourists visiting San Francisco, California, make the journey 
across the water to the must-see Alcatraz Island. Since its closing in 1963, 
the former federal penitentiary continues to intrigue people of all ages, 
and likewise, there is a huge fascination with the artwork of prison artists. 

This past summer, the two subjects were brought together at Alca-
traz East Crime Museum in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee. The new temporary 
exhibit, “Alcatraz Art Escape,” features artwork inspired by Alcatraz Is-
land and created by incarcerated artists. The exhibit is open to the 
public and will run through the spring of 2020.  

alcatrazeast.com

Brothel museum 
coming to Deadwood

Opening shortly after Deadwood’s founding 
in 1876, brothels operated in the South Dakota 
city for more than 100 years. A local nonprofit, 
Deadwood History Inc., is now telling the his-
tory through a museum, opening in mid-2020 
at the site of a former bordello called Shasta 
Room. 

The museum will draw on historic furnish-
ings, household accessories, clothing and 
memorabilia to tell the story of this uncom-
fortable Wild West period in Deadwood.

605-722-4800, deadwoodhistory.com

GTM/Kelsey Smith

Boisset Collection
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SYTA

news & notes

SYTA launches new 
certification program 

By Carylann Assante, CAE, CEO of 
SYTA and the SYTA Youth Foundation 

According to Wikipedia, Alphabet 
Soup is a metaphor for an abundance of 
abbreviations or acronyms, named for a 
common dish made from alphabet pasta. 
Use dates at least as far back as Franklin 
D. Roosevelt’s alphabet agencies of the 
New Deal.  

Every industry and profession has a set 
of acronyms that define its associations, 
certifications, standards and common 
business language.

Associations provide education/professional devel-
opment information, research, statistics, standards, 
codes of ethics, certification and forums (face to face 
or virtual) to discuss common problems and solutions, 
and opportunities for volunteerism and community 
service. They promote the value of your business to 
government and society.

Certifications help define industries and give 
employers and job seekers alike guidance about what 
skills are necessary to advance in that career.  More im-
portantly customers feel a sense of confidence that the 
person or company they are working with is “skilled” in 
the services they are providing to them. 

Standards strengthen an industry through the 
development and enforcement of industry standards 
of quality, safety, environmental stewardship and other 
vital business practices that protect consumers and 
provide them with ways to understand the products 
and services they are buying.  

As a group travel professional, you have many oppor-
tunities to join associations that are actively working to 
protect your business in today’s challenging business 
environment. These associations are also updating their 

certification programs to meet the needs of today’s 
group travel professionals and provide customers with 
assurance that the companies they are working with 
are industry professionals who meet a set of guidelines 
and standards. 

I am excited to share that in response to changes 
in the student travel industry, SYTA is launching a new 
certification program for Student Travel Organizations, 
the CSTO and relaunching the Certified Student Travel 
Professional, the CSTP for individuals in student travel. 

For more information on these programs,  
visit syta.org. 

 

Alphabet soup
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news & notes

Spa at Sonoma Valley’s 
Kenwood Inn reopens

Following a 21-month closure, the Spa at Sonoma 
Valley’s Kenwood Inn in California reopened this 
month, unveiling a long-awaited and extensive renova-
tion. Kenwood Inn & Spa is one of 16 properties in the 
Four Sisters Inns collection.

Located in Sonoma Wine Country, Kenwood Inn & 
Spa is a serene, Mediterranean-inspired boutique inn 
set on more than 2½ peaceful acres, surrounded by 
vineyards and ancient oaks. 

707-833-1293, kenwoodinn.com

World Expeditions expands 
carbon neutral initiative

As part of its ongoing commitment to sustainable 
travel, adventure travel specialist World Expeditions has 
expanded its carbon-neutral travel initiative to include 
every trip across its global range.

Starting this month, World Expeditions travelers 
will be travelling sustainably on each of the company’s 
hundreds of itineraries, with the company pledging to 
absorb the cost of credits to offset emissions as its com-
mitment to being part of the solution to climate change.

800-567-2216, worldexpeditions.com

Viking cruise attempts Guinness 
World Record

In August, Viking cruise guests embarked on the 
new Ultimate World Cruise itinerary, a 245-day 
journey spanning six continents, 51 countries and 111 
ports. Sailing from London on Viking’s award-winning, 
930-guest Viking Sun, the longest-ever continuous 
cruise will fully circumnavigate the globe bringing 
guests to some of the world’s most legendary cities, 
iconic landmarks and far-flung destinations, before 
returning to London in May 2020. 

855-338-4546, vikingcruises.com

Kenwood Inn and Spa

Peter Walton



PORT CITY:

Lewiston
At the confluence of the Clearwater and Snake rivers, Lewiston, Idaho, is the farthest 

inland seaport city (430 river miles) from the Pacific Ocean. In the Lewis-Clark Valley, 
cruising, rafting, boating, swimming and fishing are just a way of life.

Michelle Peters, president and CEO of Visit Lewis Clark Valley, shared why Lewiston 
is a hub for Northwest history and river culture.

SNAKE RIVER
ADVENTURE

Depart from Lewiston’s Hells Gate 
State Park Marina for a 9½-hour jet-
boat tour. Follow the river through the 
rugged Hells Canyon, North America’s 
deepest river gorge. The trip features 
the canyon’s prehistory, history, geol-
ogy, flora and fauna in addition to its 
beauty and exciting whitewater. The 
canyon’s lofty walls and spires reach 
heights of 9,393 feet, surpassing the 
Grand Canyon. 

Snake River Adventures
208-746-6276
snakeriveradventures.com

Michelle Peters

 Visit Lewis Clark Valley

Q. What makes Lewiston an 
appealing port city?

A. Guests can arrive here on a Colum-
bia/Snake River Cruise Boat offered by four 
different companies with trips from April to 
November. We have the lowest elevation 
(728 feet) in the state of Idaho, so Lewiston 
has a mild climate in the shoulder seasons, 
but can be very hot in the summer.

Our main attraction is Hells Canyon, 
North America’s deepest river gorge. We 
recommend a jet boat tour of the canyon 
with a professional tour guide. The captain 
will narrate the legends and lore of the can-
yon as the group passes through rapids, 
sees wildlife and some of the most spec-
tacular and rugged wilderness on Earth.

Q. What attractions do you 
recommend cruisers visit?

A. Lewiston, Idaho, and Clarkston, 
Washington, are named after the famous 
explorers, Lewis and Clark. A trip to the 
Lewis and Clark Discovery Center is a 
must-do. The area also is home to the Nez 
Perce Tribe, and a visit to the Nez Perce 
Park at Spalding will enlighten guests about 
their people and history. We recommend 
going on a tour with Stacia Morfin of Nez 
Perce Tourism; she is a local tribal member.

The Lewis-Clark Valley American Viticul-
taral Area (AVA) was officially designated 
in 2016. Our wineries produce small-batch 
boutique wines from local vines. Even 
though the AVA designation is new, our 
valley was known as a premier wine grow-
ing region as far back as 1872, winning 
awards at World’s Fairs in the 1920s before 
prohibition wiped out the industry. The local 
wineries are winning notational awards 
again, and people are taking notice of the 
budding wine region.

Q. What advice do you have 
for first-time visitors to 
Lewiston? 

A. You need to plan ahead to take a 
jet boat tour of Hells Canyon; be sure to 
make a reservation. The boats resemble a 
motorcoach bus. There’s seating on each 
side with an aisle down the middle. The 
boats are covered and can be enclosed 
for inclement weather conditions. 

Hells Canyon is unlike the Grand Can-
yon, where you can drive to the edge and 
look over it. The Hells Canyon National 
Recreation Area is over 650,000 acres 
and is mostly inaccessible except by raft 
or jet boat. n

Visit Lewis Clark Valley
509-758-7489
visitlcvalley.com
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Kenwood Inn and Spa

Peter Walton

By: Cortney Erndt
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Spotlight

HE Travel crafts unique 
tours for LGBTQ+ travelers

Philip Sheldon 
Owner & president of HE Travel

A chance meeting of a former 
colleague at a train station is the event 
Philip Sheldon attributes to inspiring 
his career of leading travel groups. The 
encounter led him to attend ITMI and 
later meet Hanns Ebensten, the founder 
of the first gay tour company.

Since 2001, Sheldon has been 
the owner and president of HE Travel, 
a merger of Ebensten’s company 
with Alyson Adventures and OutWest 
Global Adventures. Using Ebensten’s 
initials, HE Travel pays tribute to the 

gay travel pioneer. 
HE Travel, headquartered in Salt 

Lake City, Utah, specializes in LGBTQ+ 
small-group travel and adventure travel, 
especially cycling, hiking and Grand 
Canyon rafting tours. Travelers have 
come to trust HE Travel for planning tours 
that are different from the experience a 
gay traveler or couple would have on 
a mainstream tour. Sheldon credits his 
company’s hospitable and gracious 
attitude to building lasting relationships 
with travelers.

Q. What are you most proud of about 
your organization?

A. As the oldest gay tour company, 
we’re proud to have maintained a 
tradition of carefully planned, deluxe 
tours for over 46 years. Our goal is 
to offer authentic experiences in each 
locale that we visit. Each tour includes 
the iconic sites of the locale that most 
first-time visitors would see, such as 
the Forbidden City and Great Wall near 
Beijing, or the Pyramids. But equally 
important, we also include unique 
“ambiance” activities that, if we do our 
job well, will be experiences that our 
clients first tell their friends about when 
they get home.

Clockwise from top: HE Travel, iStock, HE Travel 

By Cindy Fish

HE Travel tour, Antarctica 
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Q. What travel destinations are on 
your bucket list? 

A. East Africa – especially Tanzania and 
Kenya. I’d like to explore more remote 
areas than when I had previously visited 
the continent. And now, with HE Travel 
headquartered in Salt Lake City, I am 
looking forward to seeing the national 
and state parks in Utah.

HE Travel
800-825-9766
hetravel.com

Q: What industry trends
are you noticing?

A. We currently see three
major trends developing:

• The Exotic: After a hiatus of five 
years after Arab Spring, this year we 
are running our Egypt tour — and it 
has almost sold out! We charter one 
of only two paddle wheel steamers on 
the Nile, the 15-cabin SS Karim, which 
was built in 1917. The small size of the 
ship keeps our groups intimate, and our 
travelers get a special thrill from sailing 
on a vessel that was the private yacht of 
Egyptian kings and prime ministers.

• The Closer-to-Home Highlights: 
The first couple who visited all seven 
continents with HE Travel realized they 
had never really explored their own 
country together. They have inspired 
us to plan more small-group tours 
closer to home to include destinations 
such as South Florida, northern New 
Mexico, southern Colorado and Oregon/
Northern California. 

• We are also getting more and 
more requests from both gay and 
straight couples, families and individuals 
for customized tours. The “Netflix 
Generation” wants their travel on-
demand and fitting to their style and 
taste, just as they now watch TV. 

Q. What is one activity you enjoy when traveling?

I always enjoy experiences that feel authentic and intimate.“ ”I like walking through a city or trudging through snow on foot.
Many of these moments have inspired tours HE Travel offers. - Philip Sheldon

Grand Canyon, Colorado River.

HE Travel tour,
The Temple
of Horus,
Edfu, Egypt 
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P u s h i n g

A r t i s t - d r i v e n  m u s e u m s  r e v e a l  r e v o l u t i o n a r y  m o v e m e n t s

B y  C o r t n e y  E r n d t

                                 ll museums have a story to tell. Some        
                                   zero in on the complex lives and work 
                                     of talented individuals who, through 
                                       their extraordinary visions,  
                                         changed the landscape of art 
                                           forever. Thought-provoking art 
                                             can elicit powerful sentiments  
                                               uniquely positioned to move 
                                                     people — inspiring the am-
bitious, inciting new questions and stimulating curiosity, 
excitement or even outrage. 

Most art allows for diverse interpretation, but there 
are scholars and docents who can help groups uncover 
the creative thinking and expression behind famous 
works. Schedule an artistic group tour to not only enter-
tain, but also to empower and cultivate an appreciation 
for aesthetics and ultimate artisanship.

A
Chihuly Garden and Glass, Seattle, Wash. 
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Over the course of five decades, 
Dale Chihuly has explored new and old 
techniques, pushing the boundaries of 
contemporary art. His work at Chi-
huly Garden and Glass in Seattle was 
inspired from the world around him, 
catapulting the imagination beyond 
conventional ideas.

“Dale Chihuly’s work can be de-
scribed as bold, unexpected and always 
colorful,” said Kathy Gerke, director of 
sales at Chihuly Garden and Glass. “The 
impressive scale of his work, the way 
he uses color and light, how his work 
interacts with the outdoor garden — all 
of that together allows people to see art 
in a way they’ve never experienced.”

Chihuly was a leader in the United 

States studio glass movement, taking 
glass from traditional factory produc-
tion to a fine art. He created a new way 
of working with glass, using gravity and 
centrifugal force to let the glass take 
shape in its own organic way. 

Located at Seattle Center below the 
Space Needle, “Chihuly Garden and 
Glass is a great destination for groups, 
whether they want to explore the 
exhibition on their own or reserve an 
exclusive, interactive experience,” Gerke 
said. “Guests can enjoy a private tour led 
by an Exhibition Host, and explore the 
exhibition like never before.”

Not only will guests walk away with 
unforgettable memories, but they’ll also 
receive keepsakes from the experience, 

including digital photos and a Chihuly 
Garden and Glass book. Private hosted 
tours are available for groups of any 
size; one host is required per 30 guests. 
The tour lasts one hour and includes the 
Galleries, Glasshouse and Garden. Com-
bination packages with the Space Needle 
Observation Deck also are available.

The Community Hot Shop returned to 
Chihuly Garden and Glass this fall. Oper-
ated out of a retrofitted 1967 Airstream, 
the Community Hot Shop offers groups 
the opportunity to watch live glassblowing 
demonstrations led by local artists.

Chihuly Garden and Glass
206-753-4940
chihulygardenandglass.com

D a l e  C h i h u l y 
G l a s s b l o w i n g  i n  S e a t t l e ,  W a s h i n g t o n
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Salvador Dalí’s mind-bending works 
belong in a building that shares their 
same imaginative soul; The Dalí Museum 
in St. Petersburg sure does them justice.

“The Dalí Museum is unlike any-
thing you have experienced in your life 
— a mecca for inspiration and creativ-
ity,” said Beth Bell, marketing director of 
The Dalí Museum. “Before even enter-
ing the museum, groups marvel over the 
dream-like building that was custom-
designed and built to house the Salvador 
Dalí collection donated by A. Reynolds 
and Eleanor Morse.”

What is most notable out of the 
simple structure is the large free-form 
geodesic bubble that erupts from the 
rectangle-shaped building. “The Enigma” 
is made up of 1,062 triangular shaped 
pieces of glass, stands 75 feet tall and is 
a 21st-century homage to the dome that 
adorns Dalí’s museum in Spain. 

“Inside, the museum houses another 
unique architectural feature, a helical 
staircase, recalling Dalí’s obsession with 
spirals and the double helical shape of the 
DNA molecule,” Bell said. “The museum 

has been named one of Architectural 
Digest’s ‘10 Most Beautiful Museums 
in the World’ and is the only three-star, 
Michelin-rated museum in the Southeast.”

The structure houses more than 
2,000 pieces, with 96 oil paintings 
including eight masterworks, as well 
as dozens of drawings, sculptures and 
films. In addition to the permanent 
collection, The Dalí Museum has special 
exhibitions from worldwide collections. 

After enjoying a day filled with 
world-class art, visitors can go down-
stairs to Café Gala for Spanish-themed 
light fare and drinks, or explore the 
outdoor Avant-garden on the beautiful 
Tampa Bay waterfront.

“If a visit to the Dalí has guests feel-
ing aspirational, it is said to be good luck 
to tie the admission wristband from the 
museum to the Wish Tree and whisper a 
wish,” Bell said. The Wish Tree is a focal 
point of the Avant-garden.

The Dalí Museum
727-823-3767
thedali.org

S a l v a d o r  D a l í
S u r r e a l i s m  i n  S t . 
P e t e r s b u r g ,  F l o r i d a
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Dramatic and emotive, Clyfford Still’s 
revolutionary art and mysterious life 
draws visitors to Clyfford Still Museum 
in Denver. 

“Given the scale of Still’s work and 
the intimacy of the individual galler-
ies, museum visitors become immersed 
in his works, almost becoming part of 
the paintings themselves,” said Sanya 
Andersen-Vie, director of marketing 
and communications at Clyfford Still 
Museum. “Abstract expressionism is 
marked by abstract forms, expressive 
brushwork and monumental scale, all 
of which were used to convey universal 
themes about creation, life, struggle and 
death. Described by many as the most 
anti-traditional of the abstract expres-
sionists, Still is credited with laying the 
groundwork for the movement.”

Clyfford Still was among the first 
generation of abstract expressionists who 
developed a new, powerful approach to 
painting in the years immediately follow-
ing World War II. Unlike other artists, 
Still tended to resist fame and remained 
fiercely independent. 

“Because he ended his relationship 
with commercial galleries, the Clyfford 
Still Museum houses 95 percent of his 
total output, making its collection the 
most intact body of work by any major 
artist from any century,” Andersen-Vie 
said. “Groups have the opportunity to 
deeply immerse themselves into a single 
creative genius’ career. And the gentle-
ness of the daylight enlivens the senses 
as visitors move through the variously 
proportioned spaces.”

  Private tours led by gallery teach-
ers, as well as public tours, are available. 
Visitors also may deepen their apprecia-
tion for Still’s art at The Making Space, 
a hands-on creation studio that encour-
ages experimentation with a variety of 
art materials.  

Clyfford Still Museum
720-354-4880
clyffordstillmuseum.org

C l y f f o r d  S t i l l
A b s t r a c t 
e x p r e s s i o n i s m  i n 
D e n v e r ,  C o l o r a d o

Every working artist started some-
where — and many start in Berea, Ken-
tucky. Located just south of Lexington, 
Berea is home to a thriving population 
of weavers, instrument makers, furni-
ture artisans, jewelry designers, glass 
workers, potters, painters and sculptors.

The city’s story is interwoven with 
the historic Berea College, the first 
interracial and coeducational college in 

the South. Groups can become familiar 
with locals through interactive classes 
with master artists and specialized 
itineraries. Contact Berea Tourism to 
start planning a journey for artistic 
visionaries. n

Berea Tourism
800-598-5263
visitberea.com/group-tours

A r t i s t i c  r o o t s  i n  B e r e a ,  K e n t u c k y

Clyfford Still Museum 

Clyfford Still Museum 
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Alabama
Birmingham

Birmingham is known as “The Dinner Table of the South.” 
From the country’s best barbecue to global dishes with the 
influence of the American South, Birmingham’s dining scene 
is one to relish. The energetic music community includes Gip’s 
Place, one of the South’s last real juke joints. Birmingham is 
the state’s retail giant, with shopping experiences from outlet 
malls to charming boutiques. The city was ground zero for 
the American civil rights movement, now drawing visitors from 
around the world to immerse themselves in the historic events.  

“This is a city made for group tour visits,” said Sara Hamlin, 
tourism vice president at the Greater Birmingham Convention 
& Visitors Bureau. “Our themed itineraries will keep you 
entertained for days.”

Greater Birmingham Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-458-8085
inbirmingham.com

One of the great joys 
of visiting Birmingham is 
dining at Niki’s West. Long 
steamtables filled with fresh 
vegetables, Greek-style 
chicken and homemade 
pies challenge groups to 
choose. The Greek influence 
fills dining rooms all around 
the city, pleasantly melding 
global influences with 
Southern favorites. Niki’s is a 
true treat.

Niki’s West
205-252-5751
nikiswest.com

itinerary planner

Barber Vintage 
Motorsports Museum 
houses the world’s largest 
collection of old, new and 
rare motorcycles. It’s a 
must-see for bike and Lotus 
car enthusiasts and it’s a 
visual thrill for all groups. 
Find everything from a 1912 
Indian board track racer to a 
1959 Triumph Bonneville at 
the museum.

Barber Vintage 
 Motorsports Museum
205-699-7275
barbermuseum.org

A revolution played out 
in the streets of Birmingham 
in 1963, casting a global 
spotlight on the city. Visit 
the Birmingham Civil 
Rights Institute for a 
journey through the history 
of America’s civil rights 
movement. Historic 16th 
Street Baptist Church, site of 
the fatal bombing, also is on 
the tour.

Birmingham Civil
 Rights Institute
205-328-9696 
bcri.org

From fiestas to 
independent film, Birmingham 
celebrates a full calendar of 
special events. A great one 
for tour groups is the Magic 
City Art Connection, a 
juried show that blankets a 
downtown park with art of 
all media. Wine and food 
tastings are all part of the fun. 
The jewelry is fabulous.

Magic City Art Connection
205-595-6306
magiccityart.com

Greater Birmingham Convention & Visitors Bureau

EAT RIDE LEARN ENJOY
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Advance tickets available online  
and at the Gardens.

NOVEMBER 29 – DECEMBER 31     
5 – 9 PM

Closed Christmas and New Year’s Days

12401 Bellingrath Gardens Road
Theodore, AL 36582

251.973.2217 • bellingrath.org

Mobile Museum of Art
shares dynamic collection

As the only accredited art museum 
in south Alabama, the Mobile Museum 
of Art boasts a collection of more than 
10,000 artworks. 

“We have a European collection, we 
have an Asian collection and we have a 
good American collection as well,” said 
Glenn Robertson, public relations and 
marketing manager at the museum. “But 
some of our self-organized shows are 
contemporary, Southern shows. We’ll 
always have traveling shows, and we’re 
always rotating art.”

Visitors will see paintings, sculp-
ture, decorative arts, works on paper 
and crafts. The museum also features a 
sculpture trail.

“We also do a lot of Alabama-based 
exhibitions, a majority of which are 
living, contemporary artists,” Robertson 
said. “We try to do a good amount of 
regional work, but our collections are 
from all over.

“We had an artist at the beginning 

of the year who’s from Pennsylvania 
— we don’t limit ourselves. We just try 
to balance it with everyone. We try to 
get a good smattering of all different 
types of people and all different types 
of cultures.”

The museum is located in Langan 
Park, the city’s largest green space. 
Group visits to the Mobile Museum of 
Art typically last 2½ hours.

Discounts are available for groups of 
10 or more. Tours can be self-guided or 
docent-led. 

“If they (groups) want to get really in 
depth, they’ll want a docent,” said Angie 
King, curator of art education for the 
museum. “We really tailor the tour to 
the group itself. When somebody calls, 
we let them know what exhibitions we 
have, and they can tell us what they’re 
interested in or if they just want a gen-
eral tour. Some groups are interested in 
a specific thing. We can really tailor it.”

For an additional charge, the tour 

can include a hands-on art activity if 
a group chooses. Free parking also is 
available at the museum. n

Mobile Museum of Art
251-208-5200 
mobilemuseumofart.com/visit/tours

Mobile Museum of Art
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Arkansas
North Little Rock

Experience genuine, warm hospitality in North Little Rock, 
Arkansas. Located on the serene Arkansas River, North Little 
Rock has beautiful walking trails, an arts district for performing 
and visual art aficionados, and Southern-style comfort food.

Besides having easy access to I-40 and I-30, easy 
motorcoach parking at hotels and attractions, and hotels within 
minutes of major attractions, the North Little Rock Convention 
& Visitors Bureau goes above and beyond to roll out the red 
carpet for groups. 

“We provide a complimentary step-on guide service, 
welcome goodies, complimentary motorcoach sanitary dump, 
and expertise on local group dining and activities,” said Scott 
Sudduth, vice president of tourism development at the North 
Little Rock CVB.

North Little Rock Convention & Visitors Bureau
501-758-1424
northlittlerock.org

The Old Mill at T.R. 
Pugh Memorial Park is 
the last remaining structure 
from the 1939 film, Gone 
With the Wind. A popular 
spot for group photos, the 
Old Mill was voted No. 2 
Best Arkansas Attraction 
in USA Today’s 10Best 
Reader’s Choice Awards, and 
TripSavvy Editor’s Choice 
Award in the category of 
Historic Attractions. 

Old Mill at T.R. Pugh 
 Memorial Park
501-791-8538
nlrpr.org/parks/old_mill

itinerary planner

Enjoy a private home 
tour and delightful lunch 
at a 1927 Hollywood-style 
mansion — the Edgemont 
House — with owner Chris 
Olsen. Olsen is a local 
home and garden guru, TV 
personality and author with 
a charismatic passion for 
sharing the detailed history 
of his gorgeous home and 
surrounding gardens.

Edgemont House
501-920-9999
theedgemonthouse.com

Relax and visit together 
as a group over authentic, 
chef-driven Italian dishes 
or casual, Southern dining 
downtown in the vibrant 
Argenta Arts District 
of North Little Rock. 
Groups have the chance 
to experience world-class 
entertainment at a variety of 
nearby theaters, from clean 
comedy to touring Broadway 
acts.

Argenta Arts District
774-482-0378
argentaartsdistrict.org

Explore the Marlsgate 
Plantation. Marlsgate 
Plantation owners Martha 
Ellen and Beau Talbot 
graciously share the home’s 
history with visiting groups 
and serve up fresh, Southern-
style meals. The mansion 
is listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places, 
and the stately columned 
Greek Revival mansion was 
completed in 1904.

Marlsgate Plantation
870-717-2789
marlsgate.com

North Little Rock CVB

SEE TOUR DINE DO
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tourfortsmith.com

Relive history at the gateway to 
The West. Explore the Ozarks by 
train. Discover world-renowned
outdoor art...Tour Fort Smith!

Carolyn Joyce
cjoyce@tourfortsmith.com

(800) 637-1477

Superior Bathhouse Brewery
taps into Hot Springs history

Superior Bathhouse Brewery in Hot 
Springs isn’t like other breweries. There 
are two factors that really make it stand 
out: It’s the only brewery located in a 
United States National Park, and it’s the 
only one using thermal spring water to 
brew its beer.

“We hope everyone who visits us 
discovers how unique of a place not 
only Superior Bathhouse Brewery is, 
but Hot Springs National Park and the 
greater Hot Springs area, too,” said Rose 
Schweikhart, owner and brewer. “Hot 
Springs was the first recreational area 
to be protected under federal law, even 
before the U.S. had national parks, and 
the bathhouses along Bathhouse Row 
hold so much history.

“I love being a part of the revival 
and reimagining that is taking place on 
Bathhouse Row/Central Avenue. Our 
goal when anyone comes to the brewery 
is to provide great service, great beer 
and food, and a visit they will remember 
for a lifetime.”

Superior Bathhouse Brewery opened 
up in July 2013 and has been a must-visit 
destination ever since. Groups can kick 
back, relax and see the brewing process in 
action at the brewery’s taproom. 

“We have 18 of our many original 
craft beers on tap at any given time, so 
there's definitely a beer for everyone,” 
Schweikhart said. “(Groups can) enjoy 
delicious, freshly made, farm-to-table 
food, and gain deeper insight on the 
history of our building and the natural 
wonder of the thermal waters that made 
Hot Springs National Park America's 
first resort destination, and continue to 
provide the lifeblood of not only this 
unique city, but also our beers, which 
are brewed with the mineral-rich, ther-
mal spring water.”

Some of the brewery’s best-sellers 
include The Beez Kneez, a honey-basil 
Kolsch; Space Force, a hazy IPA made 
with blood orange puree; and Madden’s 
No. 1, an easy drinking blonde ale. 

“Grains, hops and yeast offer an 
endless creative palate for flavors,” 
Schweikhart said. “My team and I try to 
crank out a constant stream of new beer; 
sometimes it's very traditional brews and 
sometimes we get pretty experimental. 
Beer is so alive, it's always exciting.” n 
 
Superior Bathhouse Brewery
501-624-2337
superiorbathhouse.com

Superior Bathhouse Brewery
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Florida
Bradenton area

The Bradenton area is located on Florida’s west coast, 
between Tampa and Sarasota. But once groups are there, they 
will feel worlds away.

The destination is one of few to have preserved the 
characteristics of authentic Florida while also seeing major growth. 
Beaches are found on the tranquil islands of Anna Maria Island and 
Longboat Key, where cottages, boutiques, fine-dining restaurants 
and low-rise condos line the shores and streets. The mainland, too, 
is a reminder of Florida before amusement parks and expansive 
resorts, also offering top dining, history, arts and culture.

“We are easy to get to, but off the beaten path,” said Elliott 
Falcione, executive director of the Bradenton Area Convention and 
Visitors Bureau. “Because of our countless activities on and beyond 
our world-class beaches, our visitors return again and again.”

Bradenton Area Convention and Visitors Bureau
941-729-9177
bradentongulfislands.com

Recently named “Best 
Large Brewery in Florida,” 
Motorworks Brewing is 
a spirited space to meet 
in Bradenton. It houses 
a full-production brewery 
and taproom and features 
Florida’s largest beer garden. 
For those looking to taste 
more, nearby breweries 
include Naughty Monk 
Brewery, 3 Keys Brewing and 
Darwin Brewing Company.

Motorworks Brewing
941-567-6218
motorworksbrewing.com

itinerary planner

The destination’s premier 
wildlife tour, Paradise Boat 
Tours out of Bradenton 
Beach travels through the 
pristine intercoastal waterway. 
With room for 28 passengers 
of all ages, this 90-minute 
narrated adventure explores 
the waters and brings guests 
up close to the dolphins, 
manatees, rays and other 
wildlife inhabiting the area. 

Paradise Boat Tours
941-465-8624
paradiseboattours.com

Focusing on authentic 
Florida fare, the iconic 
Sandbar Restaurant offers 
a dining experience like no 
other, with breathtaking views 
and actual toes-in-the-sand 
dining. The menu provides 
ecologically responsible 
ingredients from local 
growers and fishermen, 
resulting in the ultimate farm 
(and tide)-to-table menu for 
groups of all sizes. 

Sandbar Restaurant
941-778-0444
sandbardining.com

Modern luxury meets 
island charm and hospitality 
at the Waterline Marina 
Resort & Beach Club on 
Anna Maria Island. Offering 
its own marina, highly rated 
dining and space (and 
professional services) for 
events large and small, 
Waterline always sets the 
stage for a memorable 
occasion.

Waterline Marina Resort
 & Beach Club
941-238-6262
waterlineresort.com

Bradenton Area Convention and Visitors Bureau

DRINK SEE EAT STAY
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Experience the unordinary at MOCA Jacksonville
As one of the largest contemporary 

art institutions in the southeastern 
United States, the Museum of Contem-
porary Art Jacksonville, aka MOCA 
Jacksonville, offers visitors a selection of 
unique exhibitions each year to explore.

“We offer two featured exhibitions a 
year that showcase dynamic contempo-
rary exhibitions featuring nationally and 
internationally renowned artists,” said 
Nan Kavanaugh, director of communi-
cations and marketing at the museum. 
“The museum has three permanent 
exhibitions rotating every year. Our 
permanent collection has over 1,000 
objects within the 1960 to present day 
world of art.”

MOCA Jacksonville, a cultural 
institution of the University of North 

Florida, originates more than 95% of its 
exhibitions. 

“MOCA is probably most known for 
our Project Atrium, a large-scale instal-
lation by emerging artists,” Kavanaugh 
said. “We have three a year. They are 
large-scale, immersive experiences 
where visitors can be within the art in 
our Atrium Gallery. We also offer pop-
up exhibitions throughout the year in 
our lobby and education-related exhibi-
tions on the fifth floor.”

The museum offers specialty tours by 
appointment for large groups.

“They can be specific to certain 
exhibitions, museum-wide or they can 
include an art-making activity,” Kavana-
ugh said. “It’s up to the group. We tailor 
it to whatever their needs are.”  

Groups of 10 or more people get a 
discount.

“Tours are 60 minutes long and cover 
all of the museum’s available galleries,” 
said Kiersten Lampe, tour and camp 
program coordinator at the museum. 
“We have five main galleries, but we’re 
always changing out what we have on 
display. Sometimes our exhibitions 
are being installed, but we always have 
things that are available to be seen.”

There is no bus parking at the mu-
seum; Lampe suggests that buses park a 
few blocks away. n

Museum of Contemporary
 Art Jacksonville
904-366-6911
mocajacksonville.unf.edu/tours

Museum of Contemporary Art Jacksonville
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Georgia
Athens

Visit Athens and find out why Conde Nast Traveler calls it “a 
community of creative entrepreneurs.” Discover the fascinating 
art scene from festive bulldog statues to 20-plus murals that 
decorate the buildings of Athens, plus explore more at local art 
museums and galleries. Learn about renowned groups R.E.M. 
and the B52s on the Athens Music History tour.

Grab a cool brew from award-winning craft breweries. Plus, 
take a tour and discover how Athens became the “Classic City 
of the South.”

“Live music, food and art are three things you can count on 
seeing when visiting Athens, Georgia,” said Alvieann Chandler, 
communications specialist for Visit Athens. “The creative and 
unique scenes will make visitors want to come back for a 
second visit.” 

Visit Athens
706-357-4430
visitathensga.com/groups

Explore more than 10,000 
works of art at the official 
art museum of the state 
of Georgia, the Georgia 
Museum of Art. Explore 
permanent collections of 
American paintings, primarily 
19th and 20th century; 
American, European and 
Asian works on paper, and 
much more. Plus, go to 
visitathensga.com to find 
more art to explore.

Georgia Museum of Art
706-542-4662
georgiamuseum.org 

itinerary planner

Featured as one of 
Georgia’s “Best Music History 
Sites” by AAA Living, the 
Georgia Theatre has had 
various local and renowned 
groups perform on its stage 
and rooftop bar. Stop by the 
iconic theater for a photo in 
front of the marquee and to 
listen to some live music.

Georgia Theatre 
706-850-7670
georgiatheatre.com

Athens is known for its up-
and-coming craft beer scene. 
Stop by Creature Comforts 
Brewing Co., Terrapin Beer 
Co., Akademia Brewing 
Company or even Southern 
Brewing Company for a taste 
of various brews in Athens. 
Go to Creature Comforts 
to try Tropicalia or Athena; 
both were featured in the 
Avengers: Endgame film.

Creature Comforts 
 Brewing Co.
706-410-1043
creaturecomfortsbeer.com

Dig a little deeper into 
what makes Athens the 
Classic City of the South. 
Explore four historic house 
museums and learn about 
the music history of Athens. 
Or, discover the wide variety 
of architectural styles, the 
eclectic downtown scene 
and the only “tree that owns 
itself” on one of the Classic 
City tours.

Classic City Tours 
athenswelcomecenter.com

SEE LISTEN SIP TOUR

 Jason Thrasher/Visit Athens, Visit Athens, Creature Comforts Brewing Co., Elliott Anderson, Georgia Museum of Art
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Create ExperiencesCreate that MatterExperiencesthat Matter
in Douglasvillein Douglasville

Explore our history, dine our many

restaurants or spend the day at

some of our unmatched attractions!

Douglasville is home to the largest

mall west of Atlanta, Arbor Place

Mall, Sweetwater Creek State Park

and so much more!

VisitDouglasville.com 

770-947-5920

Located just 20 miles
west of Atlanta, Georgia
Located just 20 miles

west of Atlanta, Georgia

Celebrate Georgia’s state fruit
at Lane Southern Orchards 

If there’s anything more luscious 
than a fresh Georgia peach, it may well 
be peach cobbler or peach ice cream 
made with fresh Georgia peaches. That’s 
what visitors will find at Lane Southern 
Orchards in Fort Valley.

“Our calling card is our peach cob-
bler and peach ice cream that we serve 
daily, year-round,” said Wendy Barton, 
marketing director at Lane Southern 
Orchards. “We freeze our peaches dur-
ing peach season, and that enables us to 

provide those ‘goodness-gracious good-
ies’ year-round.”

The company has been growing peach-
es and pecans continuously since 1908.

Lane Southern Orchards welcomes 
bus tours to its farm and market where 
groups also will find fresh seasonal pro-
duce and other items. 

“We have Southern gourmet items 
including jams and jellies made with our 
peaches,” Barton said. “We have a bak-
ery here where we bake our own fresh 
breads, pastries and muffins. We have 
pecan pies, and we sell our pies and cob-
blers in to-go boxes so visitors can enjoy 
them when they get back home.”

Visitors can pick strawberries in the 
spring and explore a corn maze in Oc-
tober. To add to the fun, “cornundrums” 
are hidden in the maze. 

“You have to try to figure out the 
cornundrums,” Barton said. “If you find 
all of them, we put your entry form 
into a pot for a chance to win some 
great prizes.”

Lane Southern Orchards features 
a pumpkin patch and a corn cannon 
where groups can shoot corn at a target.

“If you ring the target, you get a free 
ice cream cone,” Barton said.

Visitors also can enjoy rubber duck 
races, pumpkin checkers and pumpkin 
tic-tac-toe.

October visitors also can hitch a ride 
on the hay wagon that meanders into 
the pecan grove. 

“We take you around the perimeter 
of the maze, which is 6 acres, so it’s very 
large,” Barton said. “It’s a fun little ride 
that takes about 20 minutes.”

Free ample bus parking is available. 
Bus drivers and tour guides eat free at 
the Peachtree Cafe. n

Lane Southern Orchards
800-277-3224
lanesouthernorchards.com
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COME FOR THE 
BLOSSOMS, STAY 
FOR THE FESTIVAL.
With over 350,000 Yoshino cherry trees, 
live music, and our Cherry Blossom Riding 
Trail Tour, the International Cherry Blossom 
Festival is the must-do event of the season.

March 27  – April 5, 2020

Plan your trip at 
VisitMacon.org
800.768.3401 | Steven Fulbright 
sfulbright@visitmacon.org

Woodruff Arts Center offers
world-class artistic experiences

Woodruff Arts Center is home 
to three of Atlanta’s major cultural 
venues — Alliance Theatre, the Atlanta 
Symphony Orchestra and the High 
Museum of Art. 

The High, a general interest art 
museum, offers visitors rotating special 
exhibitions as well as its permanent 
collection that’s always on view. Exhibi-
tions across various types of art rotate 
periodically with larger ones running for 
about nine to 12 weeks.

“We have photography, modern 
contemporary art, European art and 
American art,” said Marci Davis, man-
ager of public relations at the High. “We 
also have a fantastic folk and self-taught 
art collection. That’s something really 
unique to the High. We also have a 

fantastic decorative arts and design col-
lection as well as African arts.”

Special exhibitions are in those gen-
eral areas as well. 

“So, it might be a European art exhi-
bition or photography, or decorative arts 
or contemporary design,” Davis said. 
“There’s a lot to see both in our collec-
tion and our special exhibitions.”

Tour options include a highlights 
tour that’s an overview of the permanent 
collection, an Adventures in Architec-
ture Tour, and tours focusing on African 
art, women in art and black history.

Also at the Woodruff, the award-
winning Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 
presents classical, pops and holiday 
concerts each year. 

At the Alliance Theatre, winner of a 

Regional Theatre Tony Award for excel-
lence in programming, education and 
community engagement, visitors can 
enjoy significant theatrical productions. 
The Alliance is considered the leading 
production theater in the Southeast. n

Woodruff Arts Center
404-733-4200
woodruffcenter.org

CatMax Photography
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Kentucky
Pike County

When it comes to fun, recreation and scenic locales, Pike 
County rivals fine destinations all over the United States. The 
beautiful landscape is surrounded by towering mountains with 
lush foliage and vegetation that provide spectacular views 
throughout the year — each season presents its own unique, 
breathtaking color show.

Pike County is the hub of eastern Kentucky, with motorcoach-
ready lodging located within close proximity to amazing 
attractions such as Loretta Lynn’s Homeplace, an 1850s working 
farm and the U.S. 23 Country Music Highway Museum.

 For generations, Pike County and eastern Kentucky have 
been a region rich in history, endurance, unique expression and 
colorful lifestyles. To be a part of the authentic experience of 
Pike County, come by for an extended visit.

Pike County Tourism CVB
606-432-5063
tourpikecounty.com

The legendary Hatfield-
McCoy feud has intrigued 
America, with thousands 
of visitors making the trip 
to Pike County to see the 
places where the Hatfields 
and McCoys lived, worked 
and feuded. The Hatfield 
& McCoy Historic Feud 
Tour not only tells the story, 
but also offers visitors the 
opportunity to experience the 
authentic history. 

Pike County Tourism CVB
606-432-5063
tourpikecounty.com

itinerary planner

With two award-
winning theaters, streetcar 
drag racing events and 
a schedule of over 200 
events, tour operators are 
spoiled with entertainment 
choices. Groups can take 
in a private evening on the 
Hilton Garden Inn terrace 
and enjoy entertainment 
by up-and-coming artists 
while being surrounded 
by the scenic Appalachian 
Mountains.

Hilton Garden Inn
606-766-2000
hiltongardeninn3.
 hilton.com

Nestled in the 
Appalachian foothills of 
Eastern Kentucky, groups 
will find Dueling Barrels 
Brewery & Distillery, where 
handcrafted beverages are 
a toast to the proud spirit 
of the mountains and the 
people who shape the region. 
Groups can tour and sip their 
way through the region’s 
first joint brewery and 
distillery, producing Pikeville’s 
own bourbon, beer and 
moonshine.

Dueling Barrels Brewery
 & Distillery
606-766-3835
duelingbarrels.com

Appalachian beauty is 
well-known throughout the 
world. With rolling hills, 
towering mountains and 
majestic valleys, tourists can 
experience a natural beauty 
that reminds them of times 
past. Visitors can explore the 
Pikeville Cut-Through, the 
site where a mayor moved 
a mountain, as well as the 
Grand Canyon of the South, 
Breaks Interstate Park.

Breaks Interstate Park
800-933-7275
breakspark.com

Pike County Tourism CVB

TOUR ENJOY SIP VIEW
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Group Friendly hotels, ample motor coach parking, 
welcome receptions and goody bags

Complimentary Bourbon Distillery tours, historic home tours, horse farm tours

Private movie showings and murder mystery dinner events

Convenient location just minutes to Lexington, 
Louisville, and the Ark Encounter

Frankfort/Franklin County Tourist Commission
Visitfrankfort.com • 800-960-7200 • salesdirector@visitfrankfort.com

Frankfort, KY
Welcomes group travelers!

Art. Music. Food. 
Culture. Crafts.

To customize your tour, 
contact Connie at 

connie@visitberea.com 
1-800-598-5263

VisitBerea.com

In continuous operation since 1909,
Boone Tavern offers the perfect mix of Southern 

hospitality and historic charm. Your group will enjoy 
award-winning dining, all-inclusive pricing packages, 
and discounted room rates—our welcoming history 

beckons ... Book your group today!

Where Hospitality 
Meets History

100 Main Street N., Berea, KY

859-985-3700 
boon e t ave r nho t e l . c om

kentucky

Go behind the scenes
at Kentucky Artisan Distillery

As the only craft bourbon distill-
ery producing a variety of well-known 
brands, Kentucky Artisan Distillery 
celebrates the state’s rich heritage.

Being a contract distiller, Kentucky 
Artisan Distillery is able to serve as 

a home to multiple brands, includ-
ing Jefferson’s Bourbon, Whiskey Row 
Bourbon, Billy Goat Strut North Ameri-
can Whiskey and Iron Quarter, a sister 
brand to Whiskey Row.

In 2012, Steve Thompson, Chris 

Miller and Mike Loring came up with 
an idea to create a place for other people 
to come and “bottle their dreams” in the 
old Ice Cream Distributors, Inc. building 
in Crestwood. 

Using only pot stills, every batch of 
bourbon is made by hand at the distill-
ery. On a tour, groups can go behind the 
scenes and see how these popular spirits 
are made.

Guests can see the laboratory where 
the spirits are made, the malting room, 
milling area and bottling room, and even 
run their hands through the grains and 
sample the finished product at the end. 

The distillery houses over 200 years 
of historic distillery equipment and 
bottles, and the collection is always 
growing thanks to Thompson, the 
distillery’s president and majority owner. 
As a 21st-century distillery, Kentucky 
Artisan Distillery is unique in that it 
produces bourbon as close as it can get 
to how it was made 200 years ago. 

Tours last an average of 45 minutes 
to an hour, and private groups can be 
arranged ahead of time. n

Kentucky Artisan Distillery
502-822-3042
kentuckyartisandistillery.com



Art. Music. Food. 
Culture. Crafts.

To customize your tour, 
contact Connie at 

connie@visitberea.com 
1-800-598-5263

VisitBerea.com

In continuous operation since 1909,
Boone Tavern offers the perfect mix of Southern 

hospitality and historic charm. Your group will enjoy 
award-winning dining, all-inclusive pricing packages, 
and discounted room rates—our welcoming history 

beckons ... Book your group today!

Where Hospitality 
Meets History

100 Main Street N., Berea, KY

859-985-3700 
boon e t ave r nho t e l . c om
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  Discount group tour rates

  Custom group tours

  Package tours also available

Book Your Group 
groupsales@sluggermuseum.com 

502.588.7227 

Watch wood chips fly as we create 
bats for baseball’s best, enjoy 

engaging exhibits and take home 
free mini-bats! We can customize 
your tour based on your interests 

and are proud to partner with other 
local favorites to offer dining and 

attraction packages.

We Cover All the Bases

Team Up and Save 

Horse Headquarters

– Equine Excursions –
• Minutes from

the Kentucky Horse Park
• Old Friends Thoroughbred

Retirement Farm
• Whispering Woods Riding Stables

• Keeneland Race Course 

– Unbridled Fun –
• Toyota Motor 

Manufacturing KY, Inc. Tour
• Ward Hall • Bourbon 30 Spirits

• Country Boy Brewing 
• Antique & Specialty Shops

• Georgetown & 
Scott County Museum
• Nearby Wineries and 

BourbonDistilleries
• Close proximity to the Ark Encounter

       15  hotels + over 80 Restaurants     
             Right Off

INTERSTATE

75
INTERSTATE

64
www.GeorgetownKy.com
 888.863.8600

American Printing House for
the Blind breaks down barriers  

For more than 160 years, the Ameri-
can Printing House for the Blind (APH) 
in Louisville has helped make indepen-
dent life possible for blind and visually 
impaired individuals. 

Groups can tour the 280,000-square-

foot production facility that develops 
and creates more than 1,000 products, 
including material in Braille, large print, 
audio recordings and technology. There’s 
also an on-site museum. 

“Our historic roots in Louisville 
start before the Kentucky Derby and 
even the Civil War,” said Rob Guillen, 
APH’s special programs coordinator. 
“Our celebrated legacy is one of hope 
and independence for people with vi-
sion loss. Our mission for 160 years has 
been to create products for anyone who 
is blind, to support their education and 
life. Mystery Tour operators love our 
location — because, in a region that's 
known for horse-racing and distilling, 
we're completely unexpected.”  

On guided tours, groups see the pro-
duction of Braille books and magazines, 

listen to a live recording of Talking 
Books, view a demonstration of educa-
tional materials designed for students 
who are blind and visually impaired, 
and explore an interactive museum. 

At the APH Museum, visitors can 
play a computer game designed for 
blind students, see the first book ever 
embossed for blind readers in France 
and view Helen Keller’s writing desk. 

American Printing House for the Blind 
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To experience authentic Kentucky, spend a day in 
ShelbyKY for stables, tables and designer labels. 

You will wish you planned for a longer stay.

See what you’re missing at VisitShelbyKY.com

SHELBYVILLE . SIMPSONVILLE . KY
Located between Louisville and Lexington.

a well  crafted experience

TOURS START AT 9 AM

“The Past with a Presence”

Adsmore Museum
304 North Jefferson St. • Princeton, KY 42445 • 270-365-3114 • adsmore.org

  Restored to its late 
Victorian grandeur, 
Adsmore welcomes you 
for a visit. Come enjoy 
the home, not only for 
architectural charm, but 
also for its past with a 
presence that changes 
with the seasons.

Artifacts, photographs and electronic 
displays show the development of 
Braille, the history of Talking Books and 
the history of accessible technology. 

“We teach all of our guests to write 
their names in Braille, and they all love 
it,” Guillen said. “It's fun, but it's also 
easy, which is unexpected. Guests leave 
the tour with a memento of their visit — 
their name, or their children's names or 
even a secret love note in braille!”

APH can accommodate groups of 60 
people at one time. Tours can be cus-
tomized to meet the needs of the group. 

“Many of our guests leave full of 
hope, knowing that APH is passionate 
about accessibility and independence 
for people who are blind,” Guillen said. 
“Before they leave, our guests frequently 
say, ‘I never knew.’ They never knew how 
Braille worked. They never knew how 
much time, effort and materials it takes 
to create products for people who are 
blind. They never knew that an organi-
zation like ours even existed.” n

American Printing House 
 for the Blind
800-223-1839
aph.org

GTM/Courtney Birchmeier 
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Louisiana
Baton Rouge

Baton Rouge is home to authentic Louisiana culture, a 
vibrant history and a collegiate spirit unlike any other. The 
capital city is nestled between Lafayette and New Orleans, 
making traveling to and from Baton Rouge convenient and easy. 

Start a weekend trip with a concert in Town Square on Friday 
night as part of the “Live After Five” concert series and dine at 
one of the many downtown restaurants. Or, have groups spend 
the day touring the historic Old State Capitol, which is rich in 
Louisiana political history. 

From historic attractions, unique eateries, music venues 
and outdoor festivals, Baton Rouge has a little something 
for everyone. Come and experience Louisiana culture and 
hospitality.

Visit Baton Rouge
225-382-3577
visitbatonrouge.com 

Enjoy a round of golf or 
host the next team-building 
event in Baton Rouge’s 
newest sporting event 
venue, Topgolf. Topgolf 
Baton Rouge boasts 70-plus 
climate-controlled hitting bays 
with a full-service restaurant 
and bar, private meeting and 
event space, and a rooftop 
terrace with a fire pit. 

Top Golf Baton Rouge
225-372-3725
topgolf.com/us/
 baton-rouge

itinerary planner

Baton Rouge’s largest 
craft brewery, Tin Roof 
Brewing Co., is home to 
a variety of delicious craft 
beers located in between 
downtown and the LSU 
campus. Take a tour, visit 
the taproom and try local 
favorites, or even enjoy 
“Yoga on Tap” — a weekly 
yoga class on the lawn of 
the brewery.

Tin Roof Brewing Co.
225-377-7022
tinroofbeer.com

Immerse groups in 
the life-size wonders of 
Louisiana at the Capitol 
Park Museum. This one-of-
a-kind museum features a 
real Louisiana shrimp boat, a 
submarine and even allows 
visitors to walk through 
a Mardi Gras float. The 
museum’s outdoor pavilion 
area allows for the greatest 
view of the Capitol, which is 
the tallest in the country.

Capitol Park Museum
225-342-5428
louisianastatemuseum. 
 org/museum/capitol-park-
 museum

Stop in for lunch in Mid-
City at Whitestar Market, 
Baton Rouge’s contemporary, 
urban food hall. Enjoy a few 
bao buns or ramen dishes 
at Chow Yum Phat, grab a 
Clucks and Balances taco 
from Gov’t Taco, or tempt 
the group’s sweet tooth with 
macarons from Mac & Moon.

Whitestar Market
225-224-8092
whitestarmarket.com

Visit Baton Rouge

PLAY SIP LEARN DINE
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Oak Alley Plantation offers
new stories, new tour 

For the first time since Oak Alley 
Plantation opened to the public in 1976, 
the foundation behind the 28 historic 
acres in Vacherie recently concluded a 
six-year research initiative. Combing 
through nearly 200 years of historic 
documentation uncovered previously 
untold stories and corrected long-told 
legends, enough that staff have created 
a new visitor experience and revamped 
the mansion tour.

Oak Alley is considered one of the 
most iconic of the plantations along Lou-
isiana’s Great River Road, with its grand, 
antebellum Greek Revival home and 
namesake 800-foot alley of oaks. Even 
the story behind the creation of that alley 
— a beautiful walk visitors are invited to 
take — has been revised using land grant 
records and archaeology reports.

Visitors receive a visitor guide that 
highlights and gives direction for each 
exhibit: slavery, Civil War, sugarcane, 
mansion, landscape and several other 
highlighted exhibits and points of inter-
est, such as a blacksmith shop. All exhib-
its except the mansion are self-guided, 
though interpreters conduct a Conser-
vation Series at many exhibits. 

“Visitors have the opportunity to, in 
their own time, explore over 200 years 
of history at their own pace, creating 
an experience, not a typical tour,” said 
Hillary Loeber, director of marketing at 
Oak Alley Plantation. “An experience is 
necessary when learning about human 
history, as it provides individuals an op-
portunity to reflect, connect and better 
understand, especially with culturally 
different and complex history.”

While a trip to Oak Alley Plantation 
is about more than just the “Big House,” 
a guided tour through the mansion, 
built from 1837 to 1839, is a highlight. 
An artifact room displays objects high-
lighting the plantation’s past, the family 
for which it was built and Louisiana 
history. n 

Oak Alley Plantation
225-265-2151
oakalleyplantation.org

Oak Alley Foundation
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Shreveport-Bossier
Find inspiration in Louisiana’s sister cities 

By Kelsey Smith

Situated in the northwest corner of Louisiana, 
Shreveport brims with Cajun-Creole culture, 
artistic flair and a lively music scene. 

“Shreveport-Bossier is a place for groups 
to have fun,” said Erica Telsee, tourism sales 
manager for the Shreveport-Bossier Convention 
and Tourist Bureau. “From our festivals and 
casinos to our savory Cajun food and music 
history, the sister cities offer activities that amp 
up any itinerary. Shreveport-Bossier invites you 
and your group to explore northwest Louisiana 
year-round.”

Shreveport Municipal Auditorium

Oysters, Herby K’s

Shreveport

The Agora Borealis

The Agora Borealis

R.W. Norton Art Gallery

Shreveport Municipal Auditorium

The Agora Borealis

Shreveport Group dining

R.W. Norton Art Gallery
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Turn up the volume
Musical history winds its way all 

throughout Shreveport, and groups can 
even stand in the same spot Elvis once 
did. A Backstage Music Tour at the 
Shreveport Municipal Auditorium shares 
the stories and songs of big names 
that have graced the National Historic 
Landmark’s stage. 

Built in the ’20s, the auditorium 
is known for its lavish interior and 
detailed brickwork. In 1948, The 
Louisiana Hayride began, a weekly 
showcase of talented performers, 
singers and songwriters. Johnny Cash, 
Hank Williams and Johnny Horton are 
just a few of the musicians that once 
performed during The Louisiana Hayride. 

And on Oct. 16, 1954, one of the 
most prominent performers known 
across the globe made his debut 
performance at the auditorium — ever 
heard of The King?

“Shreveport’s music history is 
America's music history,” said Winston 
Hall, a tour guide at Shreveport 
Municipal Auditorium. “During the days 
of the Louisiana Hayride, Shreveport 
was the epicenter for a kind of musical 
revolution that mirrored the change in 
American culture.”

Today, the Shreveport Municipal 
Auditorium hosts a variety of events 
ranging from touring acts and live local 
concerts to sporting events; there’s 
plenty of live music and entertainment to 
go around in Shreveport.

Bon appétit
From crispy beignets to piping hot 

bowls of seafood gumbo, Shreveport is 
a delicious melting pot overflowing with 
Cajun and Creole cuisine. 

“No trip is complete to Louisiana 
without indulging in our local cuisine,” 
Telsee said. “When it comes to food, 
Shreveport-Bossier’s got it all: the Cajun 
and Creole traditions of Louisiana, the 
slow-smoked barbecue of Texas, the 
soulful comforts of country cooking and 
much more.”

In the Shreveport and Bossier City 
region, groups will find a variety of 
seafood delicacies, including crawfish 
etouffee and po‘boys, and of course, 
they can’t forget about an Italian favorite 
— muffuletta sandwiches.

Muffulettas are a Louisiana staple, 
traditionally made of Italian charcuterie 
and a spicy Creole olive salad 
sandwiched between two pieces of 
soft sesame bread. Pick one up at a 
Fertitta’s Delicatessen, a local favorite. 

Fertitta’s is Shreveport’s oldest 
continuously operating restaurant, which 
originally opened as an Italian grocery 
store in 1927. The mom-and-pop 
sandwich shop is listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places, specializing 
in its signature sandwich, “The Muffy,” a 
smaller version of the muffuletta.

For dessert fanatics, Strawn’s Eat 
Shop is a must. One of the most-
acclaimed eateries in Shreveport, 
Strawn’s has been featured in USA 
Today, Southern Living and Travel + 
Leisure for its famous ice box pies. 

Groups have to grab a slice of 
strawberry pie, the most popular flavor. 
Other notable mentions include peach 
and butterscotch.

Immerse in the arts
Fine art is abundant throughout every 

corner of Louisiana, and Shreveport is 
no exception. 

Since opening in 1966, the R.W. 
Norton Art Gallery has become well-
known around the United States for its 
impressive collections of works by titans 
of western art, Frederic Remington and 
Charles M. Russell.

“Groups love to explore the R.W. 
Norton Art Gallery and 40 acres of 
beautifully landscaped gardens,” Telsee 
said. “Shreveport’s largest museum 
houses thousands of American and 
European sculptures, paintings, artifacts 
and decorative arts spanning four 
centuries.”

In addition to strolling through 
galleries and exploring a variety of 
mediums, Shreveport offers plenty of 
interactive experiences for groups to 
express their creativity.

At The Agora Borealis, groups can 
explore the artistic creations of over 
300 local artists. The Agora Borealis is 
a local arts marketplace where visitors 
can meet with local artists to learn about 
their work, and even show off their own 
creative talent through the marketplace’s 
“Great Create” workshops.

Available group workshops include 
candle making, mask making, body 
product making and jewelry making. n

Shreveport-Bossier Convention and   
 Tourist Bureau
318-222-9391
shreveport-bossier.org

Shreveport-Bossier Convention and Tourist Bureau
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Mississippi
Vicksburg

Vicksburg is a great place to bring groups to learn about 
American history, Mississippi music and Southern charm. 
Enjoy educational museums and check out the wonder of the 
mighty Mississippi River. Situated high on the bluffs, Vicksburg 
prides itself on its perfect location as a midway point between 
Memphis and New Orleans as well as Dallas and Atlanta. 

Visitors can relive that history by visiting the city’s attractions, 
including the Vicksburg National Military Park, that highlight that 
time of grandeur. Civil War history is simply part of Vicksburg’s 
tapestry and can be found throughout the city at historic homes, 
churches and museums. 

From four world-class casinos to some of the most 
fascinating historic sites, Vicksburg offers an authentic Southern 
experience groups don’t want to miss. 

Visit Vicksburg
601-883-9939
visitvicksburg.com

Check out the Vicksburg 
Riverfront Murals. Located 
on the floodwall on Levee 
Street, Robert Dafford’s 
32 lifelike pictorial murals 
depict periods of history in 
Vicksburg in chronological 
order. Also featured is an 
abstract mural by Martha 
Ferris, the first mural to be 
painted in 2001. 

Vicksburg Riverfront 
 Murals
601-883-9939
visitvicksburg.com/
 vicksburg-riverfront- 
 murals 

itinerary planner

Walnut Hills Restaurant 
is a Vicksburg icon. Try some 
fabulous authentic Southern 
plantation cuisine served in 
the atmosphere of an 1880s 
home. The restaurant features 
all-you-can-eat roundtable 
dining that keeps groups 
coming back for more. The 
world-famous fried chicken is 
a specialty, as are the garden 
vegetables, each prepared 
from unique recipes. 

Walnut Hills Restaurant
601-638-4910
walnuthillsms.com

Vicksburg National 
Military Park commemorates 
the campaign, siege and 
defense of Vicksburg in 1863 
and includes over 1,340 
monuments. The artwork in 
the park is valued between 
$4 and $5 billion; the park is 
considered the outdoor art 
garden of the South. Licensed 
NPS guides are available to 
hop on motorcoaches for 
tours. 

Vicksburg National
 Military Park
601-636-0583
nps.gov/vick 

Let groups explore 
Vicksburg’s Main Street. 
Vicksburg’s downtown area 
is the proud home of Catfish 
Row, which is full of shops, 
restaurants, museums, an 
art park with splash fountain 
and riverfront murals. Stroll 
the brick-paved streets and 
delight the group’s senses 
with fabulous dining and 
shopping opportunities. 

Vicksburg Main Street      
 Program
601-634-4527
downtownvicksburg.org 

SEE EAT TOUR SHOP

Clockwise from top: Larry Walker (2), Visit Vicksburg (3)
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TRAVELING    
I-55   TO    
MEMPHIS    OR   
NEW   ORLEANS?

Ridgeland

Stop in Ridgeland on your way 
and enjoy our 150+ restaurant 
options, boutique shopping and 
outdoor recreational activities.  
We are located just outside of 
Jackson, MS off the Natchez 
Trace Parkway (National Park).  
We are the perfect pass through 
spot between Memphis and New 
Orleans or Dallas and Atlanta. 

Mississippi Museum of Art debuts
reinstalled permanent collection 

Visitors to Mississippi Museum of 
Art in Jackson can enrich their experi-
ence by taking tours led by specially 
trained “teaching fellows.”

Teaching fellows are students from 
four local schools — Jackson State Uni-
versity, Belhaven University, Tougaloo 
College and Millsaps College — who 
complete extensive training and conduct 
exhibition tours.

There is no additional charge for a 
teaching fellow tour, said Stacy Clark, the 
museum’s marketing director. “Teaching 
fellows can work with you to craft the 
tour to suit your group’s needs,” she said. 

The museum recently reinstalled its 
permanent collection in an exhibit called 
“New Symphony of Time.” It features 
more than 170 works by 119 artists and 
“expands and illuminates the boundaries 
of Mississippi’s narrative,” Clark said. 

“The whole show is organized around 
a poem by Margaret Walker who taught 
at Jackson State for more than 30 years,” 
Clark said. “We’ve taken the poem and 
used themes within that poem to orga-
nize the exhibition themes.” The exhibit 
connects the museum to Jackson’s literary 
history, she added.

“New Symphony of Time,” with free 
admission, will be open for several years. 

“During that time, other pieces from 
the collection will continue to rotate in 
so the show will be refreshed,” Clark 
said. “The themes as they are now might 
evolve based on pieces brought in,”

In addition to regular exhibition 
space, the museum corridor is used for 
small community shows or little features 
from the larger collections. 

“There are little pockets of additional 
shows,” Clark said. “You could see some-
thing from the major shows and maybe 
three or four small accessory exhibits.”

The museum’s garden, the site of 
many community events, offers “walk-
ways and little secluded spots where you 
can sit,” she said. 

The museum also has an app visitors 
can use to plan their trips. 

Admission is free. Groups of 10 or 
more receive discounts for ticketed 
exhibits. Tour leaders/drivers receive 
comped admission. 

Free motorcoach parking is available 
in the museum’s lot or across from the 
entrance with advance notice. n 

Mississippi Museum of Art
601-960-1515
msmuseumart.org

James Prinz Photography
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Natchez
TOURS

 YEAR ROUND!

VISITNATCHEZ.ORG
Lynsey Smith
800.647.6724
601.446.6345 

662.453.9197 www.visitgreenwoodMS.com

Treat your group to a unique melting pot of  experiences and cultures that only Greenwood 
can deliver. Uncover the mystery of  Blues legend Robert Johnson, learn the secrets of  

mouthwatering Southern cuisine at the world-renowned Viking Cooking School, or soak up 
the atmosphere and landmarks featured in the DreamWorks blockbuster film “The Help.” 

And that’s just the beginning of  a tour sure to end in rave reviews!

Talk to us about custom itineraries, group travel rebates and concierge services. 

TRUE DELTA VIBE. TIMELESS SOUTHERN CHARM.

Paid for in partnership by Visit Mississippi.

Trace musical history at
GRAMMY Museum Mississippi

Located in the Mississippi Delta 
region, which is already rich in musical 
history, Grammy Museum Mississippi 
in Cleveland adds another reason for 
groups to explore the area and have an 
engaging musical experience.

The 28,000-square-foot museum 
offers high-tech, interactive ways for 
visitors to learn about the history of 
the GRAMMY Awards, as well as the 
creative and technological process of 
recording music.

Grammy Museum Mississippi
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Over two dozen exhibits explore 
everything from the history of creating 
music to gowns worn on the Grammy 
stage. All genres of music are included 
in the exhibits, giving visitors a taste of 
everything from rock and bluegrass to 
jazz and classical.

The “Iconic Instruments” exhibit 
showcases the actual instruments used 
in performances by some of the world’s 
greatest musicians, including Bruno 
Mars and B.B. King.

In addition to highlighting all things 
music, there is a “History of Dance” 
exhibit that showcases everything from 
the pony to the running man on a color-
ful dance floor. Guests are encouraged to 
step on the dance floor and let loose. 

In the singing, songwriting and 
producing pods, groups can experience 
firsthand what it’s like to write, record 
and produce their own blues song. 

The Mississippi Gallery specializes in 
the music performed and produced by 

local Mississippians, with notable artists 
including Jimmie Rodgers and The Band 
Perry. The Mississippi Music Table is a 
state-of-the-art, interactive exhibit that 
lets visitors watch artists float across a 
table. Guests can listen to songs and se-
lect an artist and watch as photos, songs, 
awards and more are revealed.

Groups should plan on spending 1½ 
to 2 hours at the museum, although they 
could easily spend longer. n

Grammy Museum Mississippi
662-441-0100
grammymuseumms.org

Grammy Museum Mississippi

never miss an issue!

GroupTour.com/subscribe

Group Tour magazine is crafted with tour planners in mind. Plan better with 
exciting destinations, thrilling itineraries, latest travel trends, group-friendly 

restaurants and lodging in every issue.
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Lake of the Ozarks

Central Missouri’s Lake of the Ozarks is the Midwest’s 
premier lake resort destination, offering world-class boating, 
golfing, shopping and fishing. It features a wide variety of 
lodging, restaurants, state parks and other recreational activities 
to suit any group’s budget and taste. 

The area offers over 1,150 miles of scenic shoreline, 100 
restaurants and over 250 lodging facilities and is a perfect 
vacation spot or meeting destination.

Come see the many reasons why the Lake of the Ozarks 
was voted the Best Recreational Lake in the Nation by readers 
of USA TODAY and 10Best. 

Lake of the Ozarks Convention and Visitor Bureau
573-348-1599
funlake.com

The historic Willmore 
Lodge is a 1930s log 
building built by Union 
Electric (now Ameren UE). 
Willmore Lodge is on the 
historic register and has 
been refurbished to save its 
historical charm. A visitor 
center and a museum 
specialize in the history of 
Willmore Lodge, the Lake of 
the Ozarks area and  
Bagnell Dam. 

Willmore Lodge
573-964-1008
willmorelodge.com

itinerary planner

Ha Ha Tonka State 
Park has 3,600 acres on the 
Niangua Arm of the Lake of 
the Ozarks. The park has 12 
hiking trails (16 miles total) 
and eight known caves. The 
park has numerous picnic 
areas, two of which are 
shelters that can be rented 
for events. 

Ha Ha Tonka State Park
573-346-2986
mostateparks.com/park/
 ha-ha-tonka-state-park

Bridal Cave was formed 
by the Ozark upheaval when 
the Ozark Mountains were 
formed 42–46 million years 
ago and is adorned with 
massive columns, stalactites, 
stalagmites and draperies 
from the start to beyond 
the end of the tour at the 
sparkling Spirit Lake. Bridal 
Cave has hosted over 3,000 
weddings in the stalactite-
adorned Bridal Chapel. 

Bridal Cave
573-346-2676
bridalcave.com

The National Shrine of 
Mary Mother of the Church 
is known as the Mothers’ 
Shrine and is probably the 
most meaningful shrine in 
the country, featuring the 
Mothers’ Wall of Life with 
names of mothers engraved 
in the black granite. All are 
invited to put a mother’s 
name on the wall regardless 
of religious beliefs.

National Shrine of Mary 
 Mother of the Church
573-374-6279
mothersshrine.com

 Lake of the Ozarks Convention and Visitor Bureau

SEE EXPLORE DO VIEW
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VISITINDEPENDENCE.COM | 816.325.7816 | #SOCLOSE

fall is intheair

Head back to school at College of the Ozarks
College of the Ozarks isn’t like most 

colleges or universities in the United 
States — all students work, rather than 
pay, for their education.

“Yes, we are a college, but we are 
the most unique visitor experience in 
Branson,” said Valorie Coleman, public 
relations director at College of the 
Ozarks. “Step back in time with us — a 
more peaceful, patriotic and respectful 
time — and you will leave not only with 
happy tummies, but full hearts as well.”

Located in Point Lookout — just 
minutes away from Branson — College 
of the Ozarks, or “Hard Work U,” offers 
free guided tours for visiting groups. 
The one-hour tours can be customized 
to meet each group’s needs; however, 
stops include the Williams Memorial 
Chapel, Edwards Mill, the Stained Glass 
and Candle Shop, the Fruitcake and Jelly 
Kitchen, and the Hoge Greenhouses.

Edwards Mill is a water-powered 
grist mill where students grind corn 
and create delicious mixes to bake at 
home. In the Stained Glass and Candle 
Shop, students diligently select, grind 
and solder beautiful stained-glass pieces 
and hand-poured candles. The Fruit-
cake and Jelly Kitchen sells more than 
20,000 fruitcakes per year, a long-lived 
and valued tradition for the college. 
There, students also produce more than 
45,000 fruit spreads per year, including 
the famous apple butter served at The 
Keeter Center. 

At the Williams Memorial Chapel, 
guests can see the beautiful architectural 
work of students who built this neo-Goth-
ic focal point of campus in the 1950s.

A four-year liberal arts college, Col-
lege of the Ozarks is constantly in the 
spotlight. It has been featured as a top 
college by The Wall Street Journal, Forbes 

and Washington Monthly.
What people may not realize is the 

campus is a sought-after tour destina-
tion by hundreds of thousands of guests 
annually. Students offset the cost of 
their education as they serve in student 
industries, places that double as sights 
worth visiting. n

College of the Ozarks
417-690-3241
cofo.edu

College of the Ozarks
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North Carolina
Winston-Salem

North Carolina’s city of arts and innovation, Winston-Salem 
is a feast for the thinking traveler (and a group tour attendee). 
Evolved from its traditional Moravian, tobacco and textile 
roots, Winston-Salem is a thriving city gaining popularity as a 
destination that boasts a rich history and impressive culinary 
scene reflective of its Southern heritage.

“It’s no wonder Winston-Salem was named as one of ‘14 
Best Places to Travel in the U.S. in 2019’ by Forbes.com,” said 
Kay Calzolari, CTIS, group tour and services manager for Visit 
Winston-Salem. “We warmly welcome active, lifelong learners to 
explore and delight in all our community has to offer.”

Visit Winston-Salem
336-728-4200
visitwinstonsalem.com

Winston-Salem was 
settled by Moravians more 
than 250 years ago. Groups 
celebrate its colonial roots 
at Old Salem Museums 
& Gardens. Tour heirloom 
gardens, savor culinary 
traditions and try a hand at 
Moravian crafts. Discover the 
history of Salem’s enslaved 
and free Africans and African 
Americans through Old 
Salem’s Hidden Town Project.

Old Salem Museums
 & Gardens
336-721-7300
oldsalem.org

itinerary planner

Winston-Salem offers a 
virtual culinary trail series, 
the Moravian Culinary 
Trail, which celebrates deep 
Moravian food roots. Roll 
out whisper-thin Moravian 
cookies (voted “Oprah’s 
favorite”) at Mrs. Hanes 
Handmade Moravian Cookies 
and knead the dough at 
Winkler Bakery in Old Salem 
to bake a buttery and slightly 
sweet Moravian sugar cake. 

Moravian Culinary Trail
336-728-4200
visitwinstonsalem.com/
 moravianculinarytrail

For a mix of classic 
and contemporary, head to 
Reynolda Mile. At its heart is 
Reynolda House Museum 
of American Art, the 
1917 estate of the tobacco 
magnate, R.J. Reynolds. 
Today, it’s home to American 
art, the original 1913 
greenhouse and gardens, 
and Reynolda Village — full of 
shops and eateries. 

Reynolda House Museum 
 of American Art
336-758-5150
reynoldahouse.org

Winston-Salem is a 
gateway to more than 45 
wineries in the Yadkin Valley, 
the state’s first and largest 
American Viticultural Area. 
Sip a glass of chardonnay at 
Childress Vineyards, owned 
by NASCAR legend, Richard 
Childress; swirl a cab franc 
at dairy farm-turned-vineyard, 
RayLen; and see mountain 
views at Raffaldini, an Italian-
style winery.

Raffaldini Vineyards
 and Winery
336-835-9463
raffaldini.com

Visit Winston-Salem

TOUR EAT STROLL SIP

Even Our Cookie Cutters 

Are One of a Kind

For Details and Group Itineraries, Contact:
Kay Calzolari, CTIS  |  Kay@VisitWinstonSalem.com  |  866.728.4200

260 YEAR-OLD

Old Salem Museums & Gardens
120 DOWNTOWN

Restaurants & Shops
GATEWAY TO MORE THAN

45 Yadkin Valley Wineries

Centrally located in North Carolina and buzzing with a $1.9 billion investment in the 

downtown area, Winston-Salem is easy to get to and even easier to navigate. Enjoy 

vibrant nightlife, historical museums, heirloom gardens, a Moravian Cookie Trail, art, 

culture, shopping, and more—all within a walkable city center. And with 5,000 hotel 

rooms—including 1,200 downtown—our city welcomes groups of all sizes. Come see 

why we were named a “Best Places to Travel in the U.S. in 2019” by Forbes!
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Maggie Valley  •  Waynesville
Lake Junaluska  •  Canton  •  Clyde

Biltmore to host
‘Downton Abbey: The Exhibition’

More than 50 costumes plus set re-
creations and artifacts from the global 
hit television series Downton Abbey go 
on view this month at Biltmore, George 
W. Vanderbilt's 8,000-acre Asheville 
estate. “Downton Abbey: The Exhibi-
tion” pairs seamlessly with the real-life 
story of the Vanderbilt family. 

The exhibit offers an immersion in 
the post-Edwardian world of the Crow-
ley family and insight into the eventful 
era of World War I. The exhibit will be 
staged in two estate properties: Am-
herst at Deerpark, where multimedia 
elements, sets and artifacts will create a 

sweeping view of social history, culture 
and the series; and the Legacy in Antler 
Hill Village, displaying costumes worn 
by Michelle Dockery, Hugh Bonneville, 
Dame Maggie Smith and others.

Downton Abbey aired on PBS’ 
“Masterpiece” from 2011 to 2016 and 
yielded a “Dressing Downton” costume 
exhibit mounted inside Biltmore House 
in 2015. The new exhibit runs through 
April 7, 2020. n

Biltmore
800-411-3812
biltmore.com

Biltmore Estate
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South Carolina
Spartanburg

Imagine a place that has vibrant hotels, state-of-the-art 
venues and quaint historic streets with public art on every 
corner. Now, imagine that place being Spartanburg, South 
Carolina. Surprised?

Home to two SC Chef Ambassadors and the second 
designated cultural district in the state, Spartanburg knows 
Southern hospitality. Located at the intersection of I-85 and I-26, 
it’s also easy to get to. Spartanburg’s local breweries, distilleries 
and music joints are as refreshing as its rivers and trails. 

“Once you visit, you’ll see there’s no place like it,” said 
Chris Jennings, executive vice president of the Spartanburg 
Convention and Visitors Bureau. “Spartanburg is full of 
opportunities for outdoor adventure, delicious refreshments and 
authentic cultural experiences.”

Spartanburg CVB
864-594-5000 
visitspartanburg.com

FR8yard, Spartanburg’s 
open-air biergarten, sits in the 
heart of downtown. Family- 
and pet-friendly, FR8yard 
features gourmet street food 
and an array of regional 
craft beers. Enjoy some 
fresh air while groups listen 
to live music, watch the big 
game on the jumbo TV, or, 
challenge a friend to a game 
of pingpong.

FR8yard
fr8yard.com

itinerary planner

Heirloom: A Milltown 
Eatery elevates traditional 
Southern cuisine into 
something modern. The 
restaurant’s menu and 
decor is inspired by mill 
town families gathering 
around the dinner table to 
share food and company. 
Heirloom’s dishes celebrate 
local farmers, Spartanburg 
ingredients and a pristine 
execution on each plate.

Heirloom:
 A Milltown Eatery
864-913-1212
heirloomsc.com

The Chapman Cultural 
Center is the major 
centerpiece of Spartanburg’s 
Downtown Cultural District, 
hosting theater performances, 
art exhibitions and community 
events. At the center, groups 
also can visit the Spartanburg 
Science Center, the 
Spartanburg Regional History 
Museum and the Spartanburg 
Art Museum. 

Chapman Cultural Center 
864-583-2776
chapmanculturalcenter.org

Hatcher Garden and 
Woodland Preserve is 
bustling with stately trees 
and vibrant flowers. Hear 
the sounds of birds chirping 
as groups walk along the 
garden’s series of trails, 
or its paved paths that are 
wheelchair accessible. 
Whether it’s a picnic or a 
quick stroll, groups can 
explore Hatcher Garden at 
their own pace.

Hatcher Garden and 
 Woodland Preserve
864-574-7724
hatchergarden.org

Spartanburg CVB

VISIT EAT LEARN EXPLORE
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South Carolina Aquarium
inspires conservation 

Home to more than 4,000 animals 
hailing from various regions within the 
state, the South Carolina Aquarium is a 
must-see for groups visiting Charleston. 
The aquarium’s exhibits take visitors 
from the mountains to the sea, provid-
ing an intimate look at many of South 
Carolina’s native animals and plants.

“Without fail, groups will leave with 
a greater sense of conservation and the 
environment and our role in it,” said 
Roualeyn de Haas, senior group sales 
manager at the aquarium. “Our vision 
statement of  ‘connecting people to 
water, wildlife and wild places’ certainly 
rings true here, and we highlight the 
diversity of South Carolina's natural 
beauty.” 

Groups can’t miss the two-story, 
385,000-gallon Great Ocean Tank, 
which is home to sharks and the 
220-pound loggerhead seat turtle, 
Caretta. In “The Shallows” exhibit, visi-

tors can feed cownose rays and south-
ern stingrays by hand at certain times 
of the day.  

The aquarium’s Sea Turtle Care 
Center aids sick and injured sea turtles 
with rehabilitation efforts. The “Zucker 
Family Sea Turtle Recovery” exhibit 
gives groups a peek at the center’s inner 
workings.

“Zucker Family Sea Turtle Recov-
ery highlights all our work with rescue, 
rehabilitation and release of endangered 
sea turtles,” de Haas said. “This experi-
ence allows guests to get up close to our 
recovering sea turtle patients and to learn 
directly from the staff responsible for the 
care and is included with admission.” 

The aquarium can accommodate 
large groups; most tend to spend 1½–2 
hours exploring the exhibits. Animal 
interactions, educator-led talks, dive-
shows and interactive exhibits can easily 
fill that time and more. 

“Besides self-guided tours to suit 
your available time, the aquarium also 
has afternoon guided tours and evening 
guided tours for exclusive use of the 
aquarium,” de Haas said. “Add a tablet-
based scavenger hunt for the ultimate 
interactive and fun experience tailored 
to groups of all kinds.”

The aquarium’s convenient location 
on the Charleston Harbor makes it easy 
to bundle with nearby attractions. 

“This makes for a great combination 
itinerary to reduce travel times and ease 
parking and off-loading considerations,” 
de Haas said. “With tailored arrival and 
departure times, we can easily fit into 
any itinerary.” 

The aquarium will celebrate its 20th 
anniversary in May 2020. n

South Carolina Aquarium
843-577-3474
scaquarium.org

south carolina

South Carolina Aquarium 



Reason #350,000: Ace the River Otter
Ace was named after the ACE Basin, 350,000 acres of 
protected habitat for wildlife in South Carolina.

Learn more at scaquarium.org

South Carolina Aquarium 
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Tennessee
Sevierville

Groups of all kinds and sizes have been welcomed to 
Sevierville for years. It must be something about big dinner 
tables surrounded by old friends and new. Or, the joy that 
comes from laughing together at world-class shows and 
exploring amazing attractions and destinations.

Maybe it’s the thrill of discovering stores filled with more 
treasures than groups can even imagine. Or, it might just be 
stepping out on a grand adventure in the vast Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park. 

“Sevierville offers so much for groups to see and do,” said 
Tony Funderburg, director of sales and advertising at the Sevierville 
Chamber of Commerce. “From shopping and Southern cooking to 
outdoor adventures and fun-filled attractions, it’s a great place to 
stay while enjoying all the Smoky Mountains have to offer.”

Sevierville Chamber of Commerce
865-453-6411
scoc.org

Meet some real 
moonshiners and sample 
the white lightnin’ at Old 
Tennessee Distilling 
Company. Groups will 
enjoy watching distillers craft 
small-batch spirits including 
moonshine, corn whiskey, 
vodka, gin, rum and more. 
Plan some time to explore the 
gift shop, too, and take home 
a bottle or two back on the 
motorcoach. 

Old Tennessee
 Distilling Company
865-401-2574
oldtennessee
 distillingco.com 

itinerary planner

Smoky Mountain Knife 
Works is a massive store 
featuring an amazing variety 
of cutlery, museum-quality 
displays, kitchen wares, 
general goods and more. Be 
sure and remind groups to 
visit the “Relic Room,” where 
authentic pieces of history 
(and even real fossils) are for 
sale at reasonable prices. 

Smoky Mountain
 Knife Works
800-251-9306
smkw.com

Schedule an afternoon at 
the Apple Barn & Cider Mill 
village. Visit the winery and 
hard cider bar for grown-up 
treats made from apples, then 
browse the stores including 
a candy shop, Christmas 
shop and creamery. Visit the 
general store for all sorts of 
apple-themed souvenirs and 
enjoy dinner at Applewood 
Farmhouse Restaurant. 

Apple Barn & Cider Mill
865-453-9319
applebarncidermill.com

Shop more than 100 
high-end outlet stores at 
Tanger Outlets Sevierville 
and save even more with the 
Tanger Outlets coupon book 
and mobile app. Enjoy on-site 
casual dining at The Chop 
House or try an optional 
mini golf outing at Ripley’s 
Old MacDonald’s Mini Golf 
located within the mall.

Tanger Outlets Sevierville
865-453-1053
tangeroutlet.com/
 sevierville

Sevierville Chamber of Commerce

SIP SEE ENJOY SHOP
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A first-of-its-kind event in Music City, this family-
friendly experience includes a delicious Southern 
style buffet lunch followed by a lively 60-minute, 
comedy-infused musical performance guaranteed 
to keep audience members toe-tapping and 
laughing from opening note to closing curtain.

I N FO  &  B O O K I N G :  B R I T T N E Y  B E L L
615-902-8225 | brittney.bell@wildhorsesaloon.com

P R E S E N T S
WILDHORSE SALOON

2 0 1 9
10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30

2 0 2 0
5/12, 6/2, 6/16, 7/21, 8/18, 9/15, 9/29, 10/6, 

10/20, 10/27, 11/3, 11/17, 12/8, 12/15

2 0 2 1
1/19, 2/16, 3/9, 3/16, 3/23,  

3/30, 4/6, 4/13, 4/20

The Iconic

NashvilleNashville

Tour Chattanooga’s iconic
Hunter Museum of American Art 

On top of a towering, rocky bluff 
overlooking the Tennessee River in 
Chattanooga, the Hunter Museum of 
American Art blends historical art-
works, one-of-a-kind masterpieces 
and Tennessee’s natural beauty for one 
unforgettable group experience.

 More than 3,000 American-made 
art pieces from the 1700s to present day 
are on display across the 77,000-square-
foot museum campus. A neoclassical 
mansion, 1970s brutalist building and 
21st-century waterfront building that 
make up the museum campus each offer 
a unique architectural attraction. Out-
side of the museum, guests can enjoy its 
24-hour, outdoor terrace and sculpture 
plaza overlooking the river.

“Visitors most frequently comment 
on how interesting our buildings are 

because they are so spacious and spec-
tacular to look at,” said Cara McGowan, 
director of marketing and communica-
tions. “On the outside, they appear to 
be distinct buildings, yet on the inside, 
you’ll find they’re interconnected.”

 The museum’s collection of glass-
work is a showstopper. Most popular 
in the glass collection are the whimsi-
cal Chihuly glass masterpieces and the 
stunning work of Karen Lemont, includ-
ing her life-size glass dress sculptures. 
The Hunter Museum of American Art 
also displays a diverse collection of 
art spanning contemporary to historic 
paintings, sculptures, mixed media and 
photographs with influences of Ameri-
can Impressionism, early modernism 
and regional influences.

 Visitors of all kinds, including 

school groups, seniors and interna-
tional travelers, will enjoy the museum 
no matter their artistic experience or 
knowledge of American history.

“The Hunter Museum is a hidden 
gem in that the exhibits and collection 
are very strong and impressive for a city 
of our size,”  McGowan said. n

 
Hunter Museum of American Art
423-267-0968
huntermuseum.org/tours

Hunter Museum of American Art
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Experience the ‘End of the Line’ at 
Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary

Tour the halls of a 123-year-old 
prison — one of the most well-known 
maximum-security prisons in the 
United States — at the historic Brushy 
Mountain State Penitentiary in Petros.

 Located just one hour west of 
Knoxville, the prison is carved into 
a remote Tennessee mountain valley 
and offers an experience unlike any 
other in the world. The paranormal-
filled, historic walking tour details 
gruesome stories and repulsive facts 
throughout more than 30 interpre-
tive stations around the dungeon-like 
prison. On the 86-acre grounds, groups 
can explore the prison yard, browse 
the prison museum filled with original 
prison paraphernalia and photos, and 
watch a chilling 18-minute documen-
tary on state penitentiary’s history.

 “Picture Alcatraz, but instead of 
being surrounded by water, you’re sur-
rounded by some of the most treacher-
ous terrain on the eastern seaboard,” 
said Brian May, partner and co-owner 
of Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary. 
“Tour groups get a chance to see a piece 
of history here. They’ll discover why 
the prison was built to begin with, why 
prisoners revolted, and what led the 
prison to ultimately be disbanded. It’s 
not something you’re going to experi-

ence anywhere else.”
 Group tours are led by a former 

Brushy Mountain prison guard or 
inmate. Inside the prison walls, tours get 
a firsthand look at what prison life was 
like for the thousands of men that were 
locked up in the state penitentiary from 
1896 to 2009.

Visitors have unrestricted access to 
wander the same halls where maximum 
security criminals sat behind bars, 
including some of the most deadly and 
famed prisoners like James Earl Ray, 
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s assassin.

On-site, groups can also tour 
Brushy’s End of the Line moonshine 
distillery — the only moonshine distill-
ery in the world that’s located on prison 
grounds. After sampling more than 10 
flavors of moonshine, groups can dine 
at the Warden’s Table restaurant, which 
serves a variety of Southern cuisine, in-
cluding barbecue nachos, smoked meats 
and classic American fare. 

Private tours are led each day of the 
week before the prison opens to the 
public and must be booked at least one 
week in advance. n

Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary
423-324-8687
tourbrushy.com

Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary
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Virginia
Virginia Beach

Where the Chesapeake Bay meets the Atlantic Ocean, the 
vibrant coastal city of Virginia Beach is home to a flourishing 
local culinary scene, rich history, a variety of arts and 
entertainment and plenty of group-friendly attractions that keep 
visitors entertained year-round.

“Welcoming groups to our beautiful, oceanfront city is a long-
practiced tradition in Virginia Beach,” said Jim Coggin, tourism 
sales manager for Virginia Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau. 
“We suggest groups arrive ready to discover, like the original 
settlers who got their first glimpse of the New World on these 
very shores. Whether it’s for groups seeking to combine fun and 
enrichment, a place to reconnect, or simply looking for an active 
getaway, there’s something for everyone. It’s no wonder so many 
tour planners put Virginia Beach at the top of their list.”

Virginia Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau
757-385-6642
visitvirginiabeach.com

While the Cape Henry 
Lighthouse is the fourth-
oldest lighthouse in the 
country, it was the first 
lighthouse authorized by 
the U.S. government, dating 
to 1792. In 1881, a newer 
lighthouse was constructed 
350 feet from the original. 
The original is open to the 
public and a coastal view 
can be enjoyed from the 
360-degree lantern room.

Cape Henry Lighthouse
757-422-9421
preservationvirginia.org

itinerary planner

Whether groups are avid 
marine lovers or just enjoy 
exploring, there’s something 
for everyone at the Virginia 
Aquarium & Marine Science 
Center. Come by and explore 
over 800,000 gallons of 
one of the best aquariums 
in the country, in addition to 
hundreds of hands-on exhibits 
and the National Geographic 
3D Theater.

Virginia Aquarium
 & Marine Science Center
757-385-3474
virginiaaquarium.com

Home to one of the 
largest private collections of 
WWI and WWII-era military 
aircraft, the Military Aviation 
Museum is a great stop for 
history buffs. Each of the 
planes has been restored to 
its prior military condition, 
using original parts when 
possible. Most planes are 
flown at the museum during 
demonstrations and air 
shows.

Military Aviation Museum
757-721-7767
militaryaviation
 museum.org

Groups can enjoy an 
authentic crab feast with 
all the fixings as tour guides 
reveal the Virginia Beach way 
to eat the tasty blue crabs. 
Groups can also participate 
in an oyster tasting where 
a sample of oysters from the 
region are served and a chef 
gives history and more details.

Virginia Beach Convention 
 & Visitors Bureau
757-385-6642
visitvirginiabeach.com

Virginia Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau

SEE EXPLORE DO EAT
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NAUTICUS
Featuring the 

Battleship Wisconsin
Explore the nautical, naval & natural wonders 
of our waters. To book your group, call 
(757) 664-1034 and refer to code GTSE/W.
nauticus.org| (757) 664-1000

Bring Your Group Aboard.

See art from the
outside in at the Taubman

At the Taubman Museum of Art, the 
building is as much an artistic marvel as 
the collection within. The building was 
designed as a one-of-a-kind contem-
porary landmark in Roanoke’s historic 
downtown by noted architect Randall 

Stout, a student of iconic architect and 
artist Frank Gehry. The building features 
a 77-foot glass peak in the atrium, 
recalling the point of the Roanoke Star, 
and an undulating roofline, which re-
flects the Blue Ridge Mountains.

Taubman Museum of Art
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“Visitors are awed by the architec-
ture alone,” said education coordina-
tor Alison Lee, adding that The Top of 
the Taubman, the museum’s outdoor 
overlook, has some of the best views of 
downtown for capturing those Insta-
gram-worthy photos.

Inside is an impressive 2,400-piece 
permanent collection that includes 
American, Southeast American con-
temporary, folk, regional and visionary 
artwork, punctuated by the works of art-
ists such as Thomas Cowperthwaite Eak-
ins, John Singer Sargent, Purvis Young, 
Petah Coyne and John Cage. Eleven 
galleries, part of the Fralin Center for 
American Art, annually originate 15 to 
20 exhibitions. Site-specific exhibitions 
feature artists of both local and interna-
tional renown.

“Groups will particularly enjoy the 
new special ticketed exhibition, ‘POP 
Power from Warhol to Koons: Master-
works from the Collections of Jordan D. 

Schnitzer and His Family Foundation,’ 
on view through March 2020,” Lee said. 
The exhibition promises to provide a 
fun, irreverent look at the low brow/high 
art of popular culture.

For those who love interior design, 
“HUNTOPIA” is a must-see, Lee said. 
The two-gallery exhibition features 
several extravagant tableaus display-
ing artist and designer Hunt Slonem’s 
eclectic private collection of antique 
décor mixed with his bold textiles and 
signature painting style.

Groups can customize their tour ex-
perience, from arranging a gourmet box 
lunch from the on-site café to request-
ing a focus on a particular exhibition 
on view. Additionally, an assortment of 
specialty tour options can be tailored to 
a group’s interests.

While the museum offers free admis-
sion, a small fee is charged for guided 
group tours and for admission to the 
special ticketed exhibitions. Groups 

booking a guided tour are provided with 
directions and parking documents prior 
to their visit. n

Taubman Museum of Art
540-342-5760
taubmanmuseum.org/visit/
 tours-groups

MarinersMuseum.org
Newport News, VA

Book Your Group Today!

Discover world-class paintings at Gari Melchers Home & Studio and the best
of Broadway at Riverside Center for the Performing Arts, midway between
Washington & Richmond on I-95. Great hotels, dining & shops nearby!

garimelchers.org  540-654-1015 riversidedt.com  540-370-4300

Explore the Arts in Stafford County, Virginia!
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West Virginia
Lewis County

Located in the heart of West Virginia, Stonewall Country is 
easy to get to and hard to forget. Famous as the birthplace 
of Stonewall Jackson, the area offers rich and unique historic 
sites, world-class outdoor recreation, spectacular resorts, and 
incredible Appalachian arts and cuisine. 

Visit the region’s glass artists and watch them work, stroll 
through Stonewall Jackson’s boyhood home, enjoy a beautiful 
winery, take in two wonderful museums or enjoy a tour of the 
Trans-Allegheny Lunatic Asylum of the historic kind, or sign up 
for an overnight ghost hunt — if groups dare. If group members 
love the outdoors, there is world-class fishing on the area’s 
spectacular lakes, championship golf, and scenic hiking and 
biking trails.

Lewis County Convention & Visitors Bureau
304-269-7328
stonewallcountry.com

Nestled in the heart of 
West Virginia is Lambert’s 
Winery, and its beauty is 
almost as exquisite as the 
fine selection of wines. For 
decades, Lambert’s Winery 
has made some of the best 
wines the state has to offer.  
No matter what the group’s 
particular taste is, there is 
something that is sure to 
please all taste buds.

Lambert’s Winery
304-269-4903
lambertswinery.com

itinerary planner

Built in the fashion of the 
Adirondack lodges of the 
1920s and nestled in 1,900 
acres of the state’s most 
picturesque countryside, 
Stonewall Resort features 
an Arnold Palmer-designed 
champion golf course, a 
soothing and delightful 
full-service spa and plenty 
of amenities for the whole 
group, including a full-
service marina.

Stonewall Resort
304-269-7400
stonewallresort.com

Trans-Allegheny Lunatic 
Asylum is a National Historic 
Landmark that once served 
as a sanctuary for the 
mentally ill beginning in the 
mid-1800s. The site holds 
stories of Civil War raids, a 
gold robbery, the “curative” 
effects of architecture and the 
efforts to help the mentally ill. 
Historic and paranormal tours 
are offered.
 
Trans-Allegheny
 Lunatic Asylum
304-269-5070
transalleghenylunatic
 asylum.com

Appalachian Glass 
is keeping the tradition 
of handmade glass alive 
in West Virginia with over 
500 traditionally produced 
soda-lime crystal products. 
Appalachian Glass offers 
novelty items to elegant 
stemware and vases; many 
items are handcrafted and 
mouth-blown on-site. Be sure 
to also visit the West Virginia 
Museum of American Glass 
in Weston.

Appalachian Glass
304-269-1030
app.glass 

Lewis County CVB

SIP STAY TOUR SEE
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C R E AT E  L E G E N D A RY 
A D V E N T U R E S  AT 

STO N E WA L L C O U N T RY. C O M

STO N E WA L L  L A K E  &  R E S O R T

W V U  J A C K S O N ’ S  M I L L

STO N E C O A L  L A K E

T R A N S - A L L E G H E N Y 
L U N AT I C  A SY L U M

Where Legends 
are Made

Boyhood home of Stonewall 

Jackson. The scariest paranormal 

tour in the region. Home to West 

Virginia’s most scenic and delicious 

winery. 1900 acres of pristine state 

park grounds. Destination for your 

next legendary group adventure. 

It’s Stonewall Country.

West Virginia State Museum
instils pride through history

The free-admission West Virginia 
State Museum at The Culture Center 
immerses visitors in the history and 
culture of the Mountain State. The mu-
seum, located in Charleston, showcases 
the geology of the Devonian period 
(416 million to 358 million years 
ago) to current works by artists from 
throughout the state.

“The theatrical setting for West 
Virginia’s most prized artifacts allows 
visitors to understand what the state 
is all about,” said Chris Reed, museum 
education coordinator. “A show path 
and 26 discovery rooms await every 
person who enters the museum.”

Beginning with “An Ancient Land” 
and “Prehistoric People,” the rooms en-
courage visitors to discover an evolving 
story at their own pace and according to 
their interests. They can then move into 
“Frontier Life” and “John Brown’s Raid” 
and onward to the “Case For Statehood” 
and the “Big City” and into the “Chang-

ing Roles of Women.” The rooms depict 
various modes of transportation, the 
Great Depression, the Mine Wars and 
other significant themes.

Groups are taken through a series 
of scenic environments, with every-
thing from coal forests, river plains and 
the wilderness to the U.S. Armory at 
Harpers Ferry, a streetscape of a coal 
company town and a 1960s abandoned 
coal tipple. 

From prehistoric time to today, the 
museum provides a dynamic look at 
West Virginia that is narrated through 
more than 6,000 artifacts. The result is a 
layered and comprehensive exploration 
of the state’s lands, people and culture.

Reed noted the museum’s elegant 
Culture Center is known as the front 
door to the state of West Virginia and 
located only steps from the classical-
styled West Virginia Capitol, topped by 
its impressive 293-foot dome gilded in 
23½-karat gold leaf. n

West Virginia State Museum
 at The Culture Center
304-558-0220, ext. 185
wvculture.org/museum/state-
 museum-index.html

West Virginia State Museum West Virginia State Museum 
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Hatfield & McCoy Airboat Tours 
shares myths, legends and wildlife

Keith Gibson has created a unique 
way to delve into the Hatfield-McCoy 
Feud, moonshine myths and West 
Virginia’s coal mining past, all while 
enjoying a landscape abundant with 
wildlife. At Hatfield & McCoy Airboat 
Tours in Matewan, groups step aboard 
an airboat equipped with a supercharged 
550-horsepower engine that travels the 
Tug Fork River and right into a chapter 
of 19th-century history. 

“You haven’t done ‘wild and won-
derful’ until you do Hatfield & McCoy 
Airboat Tours,” promised owner/operator 
Gibson, who boasts that he has the only 
airboat tour in the state of West Virginia.

“While there are many in the Florida 
swamps, it’s a completely different expe-

rience riding the Tug,” he said.
Airboat passengers are treated to an 

exhilarating ride through mountain-
ous Appalachian country, learning 
about one of the most famous, longest 
running and bloodiest family feuds 
in American history while getting an 
up-close look at the area’s diverse eco-
system along the way.

Having lived in Matewan most of 
his life, Gibson knows his subject mat-
ter very well and loves to talk “feudin’ 
moonshinin’ and coal minin’” in the Tug 
Fork River Valley.

Based out of the Matewan Depot 
in the Matewan Historic District — a 
National Historic Landmark — Hatfield 
McCoy Airboat Tours are offered daily 

by reservation. The boat is equipped 
with headsets and carries a maximum of 
six passengers per tour. The high-speed 
adventures last approximately one hour. 

Within walking distance to the depot 
are the award-winning Mine Wars Mu-
seum, Matewan Depot Replica Museum 
and Appalachian Artisan Shop, plus 
the restaurants, Wingo’s Grill and Mi 
Pueblito.

Plenty of parking is available for 
motorcoaches. n

Hatfield & McCoy Airboat Tours
304-928-7702
hatfieldmccoyairboattours.com

Hatfield & McCoy Airboat Tours

Open Daily • Year Round
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ALASKA
Anchorage

From the majestic waters of Cook Inlet to the natural 
wonders of the Chugach, Anchorage promises adventure with 
metropolitan appeal. With 1,500 moose, incredible national 
parks and 60 sparkling glaciers just a short drive away, 
Anchorage is a group’s wonderland.

“Anchorage offers some of the very best of Alaska, all 
in one place,” said David Kasser, vice president of tourism 
development and sales at Visit Anchorage. “The ‘must’ list for 
an Alaska trip — glaciers, moose, parklands, you name it — 
you’ll find it in and around Anchorage. 

“The city is perfect for groups,” he said. “We are at the heart 
of road, rail and air travel for the state, and we have the hotels 
and restaurants to keep everyone very happy as they explore.”

Visit Anchorage
907-257-2301
anchorage.net

The Eagle River Valley 
is often called “a miniature 
Yosemite.” With nature trails 
ranging from the ¾-mile 
Rodak Loop to the 24-
mile Crow Pass mountain 
crossing, the Eagle River 
Nature Center has a route 
for all abilities. It’s also 
one of the most accessible 
entry points to Chugach 
State Park, a mountainous 
500,000-acre preserve just 
east of Anchorage.

Eagle River Nature Center
907-694-2108
ernc.org

itinerary planner

Traditional and 
contemporary art fill 
Anchorage Museum, the 
state’s largest museum, with 
works from Alaska and other 
circumpolar communities. 
Schedule a tour through 
the museum’s galleries. 
Anchorage Museum houses 
hands-on science exhibits 
with an Alaska angle at 
the Discovery Center, and 
hundreds of Alaska-Native 
items. 

Anchorage Museum
907-929-9200
anchoragemuseum.org

Begin an exploration 
of the Alaska-Native 
cultures with stories, song 
and traditional dance 
presentations at Alaska 
Native Heritage Center. 
Life-size examples of 
traditional building types from 
the regions and biomes of 
Alaska stand around Lake 
Tiulana. Check out the whale 
bones at the Inupiaq site — a 
favorite photo spot.

Alaska Native
 Heritage Center
907-330-8000
alaskanative.net

The Alaska Railroad 
grants special access to 
Spencer Glacier Whistle Stop, 
a wilderness area deep in 
Chugach National Forest. 
The Glacier Discovery Train 
drops off passengers at the 
special whistle stop for a day 
of hiking, rafting or kayaking 
and trekking at Spencer 
Glacier. The train departs 
Anchorage daily during the 
summer.

Alaska Railroad
800-544-0552
alaskarailroad.com

Clockwise from top: Frank Flavin, Ashley Heimbigner (2), Jody Overstreet (2) 
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VisitAnchorage.net

THE BEST OF ALASKA

ALL IN ONE PLACE

See the northern lights in Fairbanks
Want to knock the northern lights 

off the group’s bucket list? From Aug. 
21 to April 21, Fairbanks’ renowned 
aurora viewing lures groups from all 
over the world.

The city’s location is ideal for north-
ern lights viewing because it is directly 
under the Auroral Oval, a ring-shaped 
zone above the far north where aurora 
activity is concentrated. Additionally, 
low precipitation in Fairbanks contrib-
utes to consistently clear nights.

There are many intriguing ways for 
groups to chase the aurora in Fairbanks. 
They can drive to a nearby vantage point 
and wait for them to appear, view them 
from a heated “aurorium” cabin or lodge 
away from the city, see them on a dog 
sled adventure or even on a tour farther 
north above the Arctic Circle. 

Many lodging properties in Fair-
banks offer wake-up calls to alert groups 
when the lights are out. Once visitors 
have witnessed the aurora, they can stop 

by the Morris Thompson Cultural and 
Visitors Center in downtown Fairbanks 
for a free, personalized aurora certificate 
from Explore Fairbanks. 

Explore Fairbanks built the Aurora 
Tracker to assist in seeing the northern 
lights. The Aurora Tracker correlates 
three individual streams of data in order 
to predict northern lights viewing oppor-
tunities for six locations in the Fairbanks 
region. 

In season, the aurora is visible an 
average of four out of five nights when 
the sky is clear. Groups that stay in Fair-
banks a minimum of three nights, and 
are actively out during the late evening 
hours, increase their chance of seeing 
the aurora by more than 90%. 

Solar wind occurs daily and is 
the wellspring of most aurora activ-
ity. Additionally, there are occasional 
solar storms, correlated with sunspots 
and the 11-year solar cycle, that also 
create auroras. Because of the city’s far 

north position under the Auroral Oval, 
Fairbanks is not impacted by the 11-year 
solar cycle that affects aurora viewing in 
other parts of the world. n

Explore Fairbanks
907-456-5774
explorefairbanks.com

State of Alaska/Chris McLennan
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Arizona
Mesa

Competitive sports, wild west adventures and farm-to-table 
cuisine — Mesa is a city that knows no bounds.

“Mesa has quickly become the third largest city in Arizona 
and it’s still growing,” said Michelle Streeter, senior vice 
president of communications and partner relations at Visit Mesa. 
“We like to think of our destination as ‘city limitless,’ combining 
all our Mesa assets with those in our neighboring communities 
and beyond. Groups can access so many unique Arizona 
experiences in one destination. This year, Mesa is working 
on becoming the country’s first-ever autism-certified travel 
destination. We are developing in-demand travel planning tools 
and establishing resources in our community tailored to this 
emerging consumer group.”

Visit Mesa
480-827-4700
visitmesa.com

Mesa is garnering 
attention as a culinary 
gateway. The city has a 
flourishing collection of 
charming neighborhood 
farms and food-centric 
outposts providing a year-
round bounty of seasonal 
goods. These linked 
experiences create the Fresh 
Foodie Trail and carve out 
the ultimate foodie road trip 
for those with a penchant for 
good eats.

Fresh Foodie Trail
visitmesa.com/lifestyles/    
 fresh-foodie

itinerary planner

The largest and most 
comprehensive arts center in 
the Southwest, the Mesa Arts 
Center is an inviting oasis by 
day and a luminous beacon 
by night. It’s designed to 
showcase a world of arts and 
culture — everything from art 
exhibitions and world-class 
performances to state-of-the-
art studios for group classes.

Mesa Arts Center
480-644-6626
mesaartscenter.com

Visit the historic Apache 
Trail through the mysterious 
Superstition Mountains and 
into the Tonto National Forest, 
the fifth largest forest in the 
country. Goldfield Ghost 
Town continues to pay 
homage to its Western roots 
that took shape in the late 
1800s. Several attractions 
line Highway 88 on the path 
to a canyon-carved lake.

Goldfield Ghost Town
480-983-0333
goldfieldghosttown.com

Minutes from Mesa is a 
treasured system of lakes 
and rivers that make up the 
Lower Salt River Recreation 
Area. Take an exciting raft, 
kayak or float tour down the 
river; the experienced teams 
at businesses like Red Line 
Rentals & Sales can help 
groups get started. The river 
is ideal for spotting natural 
wildlife.

Red Line Rentals & Sales
480-548-8921
evkayakrentals.com

Clockwise from top: iStock, Visit Mesa (2), Mesa Arts Center, Visit Mesa

EAT DO HIKE SPLASH
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Phoenix Art Museum presents world-class visual arts
In the last six decades, millions have 

visited Phoenix Art Museum to view 
more than 400 national and internation-
al exhibitions. Since its opening in 1959, 
Phoenix Art Museum has become the 
largest art museum in the Southwest. 

The museum’s collection has grown 
to more than 17,000 objects of Ameri-
can, Asian, European, Latin-American, 
Western-American, modern and 
contemporary art, photography and 
fashion design. Groups may explore 
the museum self-guided or on a private 
docent-guided tour.

From November 3 through March 15, 

2020, the museum will present “Leg-
ends of Speed,” its first major exhibition 
of racing cars. “Legends of Speed” will 
showcase a selection of more than 20 cars 
spanning six decades, driven by some 
of the greatest drivers in the history of 
racing, such as A.J. Foyt, Mario Andretti, 
Dan Gurney and Stirling Moss. The ex-
hibition will include winners of 24 Hours 
of Le Mans, the Indianapolis 500 and the 
Italian Grand Prix. Featured marques 
will include Maserati, Ferrari, Mercedes-
Benz, Alfa Romeo, Ford and Bugatti. 
Phoenix Art Museum will be the sole 
venue for this landmark exhibition. 

“We are very excited to bring this 
remarkable collection of racing cars 
to Phoenix Art Museum,” said Gilbert 
Vicario, the museum’s deputy director 
for curatorial affairs and the Selig family 
chief curator. “‘Legends of Speed’ will 
enable groups to explore the artistry 
and design of these iconic cars, while 
learning about some of the greatest races 
and race car drivers in history. This 
exhibition is truly a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to experience many of the 
world’s most famous and successful race 
cars all in one place.”

Now through December 2020, Yayoi 

Kusama’s “You Who Are Getting Obliter-
ated in the Dancing Swarm of Fireflies” 
also is on view. Inspired by a Japanese 
folktale about a person in a field with 
10,000 fireflies, Kusama’s work brings a 
fairy tale to life. The piece consists of a 
dark room lined with mirrors on every 
surface, as well as strands of looping LED 
lighting suspended from the ceiling. The 
deceptively small room feels as if it’s a 
vast, infinite galaxy of lighting. The exhi-
bition allows groups to enter and become 
obliterated by Kusama’s fireflies. 

Before or after groups have visited 
several exhibitions and collections, they 
can enjoy one of the various private or 
semi-private dining options at Palette 
restaurant. Palette is an Arizona- 
inspired farm-to-table restaurant offer-
ing a seasonally focused menu featuring 
organic vegetables, local meats, and 
Arizona-boutique beers and wines. 
Gourmet box lunches and catering op-
tions are available. Top off a visit with 
unique shopping experience at The 
Museum Store. n

Phoenix Art Museum
602-257-1880
phxart.org

1967 All American Racer, Gurney Eagle F-1 race car

Peter Harholdt
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California
Central Valley

Food and wine are abundant in California’s Central Valley, 
a region filled with orchards, vineyards and farms. Home to 
fine museums and galleries, the valley offers a wide variety 
of entertainment, events and attractions that welcome groups 
year-round.

 “Choose from delicious farm experiences, inspiring cultural 
attractions or our many amazing fairs and festivals,” said Wes 
Rhea, president of Central Valley Tourism Association. “The 
Central Valley is a region not to be overlooked. This 400-mile-
long valley, known as the ‘Greatest Garden in the World,’ is a 
welcoming option for groups of all sizes. From small towns, to 
large urban areas, the Central Valley offers a unique experience 
in the heart of California.”

 
Central Valley Tourism Association
visitcentralvalley.com

Located 45 minutes 
from San Francisco and 
Sacramento, the world-
famous Jelly Belly factory 
in Fairfield welcomes tour 
groups to experience a free, 
self-guided tour. Tours are 
first-come, first-served; group 
members just need to step 
into the line upon arrival. Be 
sure to explore the visitor 
center and Jelly Belly Cafe 
after the tour.

Jelly Belly
800-953-5592
jellybelly.com/
 california-factory-tours

itinerary planner

Stockton Cambodian 
Buddhist Temple (Wat 
Dhammararam) is an active 
Buddhist temple that features 
more than 90 colorful and 
larger-than-life jewel-encrusted 
statues that celebrate the life 
and story of the Cambodian 
Buddha. The temple boasts 
a 50-foot-long recumbent 
Buddha.  

Stockton Cambodian 
 Buddhist Temple
209-943-2883 
watdhammararam 
 buddhist.org

Hilmar Cheese 
Company Visitor Center 
offers free cheese samples, 
a café, Peet’s espresso, an 
ice cream counter and a gift 
shop. A behind-the-scenes 
driving tour offers views 
of the “big cheese” — a 
640-pound block of cheese 
— and the world’s largest 
dairy mural. A banquet space 
offers group meals.

Hilmar Cheese
 Company Visitor Center
800-577-5772
hilmarcheese.com/
 visitor_center

The Sacramento River 
Train is dedicated to 
preserving a piece of railroad 
history and providing a wide 
variety of train excursions. 
Enjoy a cozy dinner, social 
libation tasting event or 
an entertaining show all 
while aboard a moving 
train. Some experiences 
include a mid-ride stop at a 
beautiful riverside destination. 
Groups of up to 400 can be 
accommodated.

Sacramento River Train
800-866-1690 
sacramentorivertrain.com

Clockwise from top: iStock, Central Valley Tourism Association (4) 
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40 Presidential Drive  •  Simi Valley, CA 93065  •  805.577.2704

For information on EGYPT’S LOST CITIES and our other special exhibits visit ReaganLibrary.com

One of California’s most beautiful and unique destinations!

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY&MUSEUM

• Over 200 authentic artifacts discovered 
this decade from two ancient cities lost 
to the Mediterranean Sea over 1,200 
years ago

• 3 Colossal 16’ sculptures including the 
god Hapy, Pharaoh and Queen

• Stunning ancient religious, ceremonial 
and commercial artifacts

• Precious gold coins and jewelry, bronze 
vessels and more

Photo: Christoph Gerigk © Franck Goddio/Hilti FoundationOrganised with the Institut Européen d’Archéologie Sous-Marine with the generous support of the Hilti Foundation and in collaboration with the Ministry of Antiquities of the Arab Republic of Egypt

Discover The Huntington
Group Tours Available

Pasadena Adjacent | huntington.org

adsToursTiny.qxp_Courier 7/04  1/3/17  3:24 PM  Pa  

Experience ‘Egypt’s Lost Cities’ at Reagan Library
Time may have eroded the memory 

of a civilization, but not the mystery of 
what was. The Ronald Reagan Presiden-
tial Library & Museum’s “Egypt’s Lost 
Cities” exhibition tells groups a remark-
able story in Simi Valley.

Long ago, two bustling cities in 

ancient Egypt were known as cultural 
centers of power, wealth, trade and 
novel artistry. While the Mediterranean 
sun beat down on the bay of Aboukir, 
the cities slipped into the sea, buried 
for centuries. Determined to recover 
the cities that vanished, Franck Goddio, 
an economist by trade and underwater 
archeologist at heart, delivered the dis-
covery of a millennium. He located not 
a shipwreck, but an entire civilization. 

“‘Egypt’s Lost Cities’ brings back to 
life two cities that time forgot,” said John 
Heubusch, executive director of The 
Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation 
and Institute. “We’re privileged to bring 
this rich story of ancient cities from the 
time of ancient Pharaohs and Alexander 
the Great, both lost at sea, to the Reagan 
Library.”

Running now through April 12, 
2020, “Egypt’s Lost Cities” showcases 

more than 250 authentic artifacts, in-
cluding three colossal, 16-foot sculp-
tures of an Egyptian pharaoh, a queen 
and a god. The Reagan Library also 
will display The Stele de Ptolemy VIII 
Euergetes II, an 18-ton monolith. It’s the 
first time this artifact has ever been on 
display in the United States.

Additional highlights of the exhibi-
tion include precious gold coins and 
jewelry; bronze vessels; objects in-
scribed in the ancient Egyptian or Greek 
languages; and statues from the sunken 
and forgotten ancient cities of Thonis-
Heracleion and Canopus, including the 
statue of the god Hapi. 

The Ronald Reagan Presidential 
 Library & Museum
805-577-4066
reaganfoundation.org
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VIEWS ON  
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Hornblower.com
For rates and details contact emiller@hornblower.com

Fun for the whole group

SAN FRANCISCO    SACRAMENTO    NEWPORT BEACH    LONG BEACH    MARINA DEL REY    SAN DIEGO    NEW YORK

TOUR-FRIENDLY IN THE HEART OF PALM SPRINGS! 
 
 

Call today to learn about our exclusive offer for
Group Tour Magazine readers.

palmmountainresort.com   1.800.622.9451

• Just steps from shops, restaurants, and the casino
• Continental breakfast and motor coach parking

415.981.PIER                    PIER39.com

San Francisco Botanical Garden offers an urban oasis
Groups can travel the world in 55 

acres at the San Francisco Botanical 
Gardens. Located in San Francisco’s 
Golden Gate Park, the San Francisco 
Botanical Garden provides an urban 
oasis with more than 9,000 plant and 
tree species from across the globe. 

“We’re really lucky we have flowers 
that bloom here early in the year and 
all the way through fall,” said Stephanie 
Linder, executive director at the San 
Francisco Botanical Garden. “Visiting 
our cloud forest is a great time to see 
late-blooming flowers. Cloud forests 
across the world, including places like 
Asia, Central America and Mexico, are 
generally at a high elevation and repre-
sent plants from tropical highlands, so 
they’re literally in the clouds. Our foggy 
climate mimics the environment they 
thrive in, so we can grow a lot of those 
exotic plants here.”

Groups have their pick of more than 
20 different gardens to explore. In the 
spring, groups can walk through emer-
ald and red-orange blooms of Chilean 
flora. During summertime, visitors can 
walk beneath massive, red-flowered 
Pohutukawa trees, also known as New 
Zealand Christmas trees, in the New 
Zealand Garden. And in the fall and 
winter, groups can relax on a wooden 
floating deck in the moon-viewing gar-
den to watch the Japanese trees transi-
tion from autumn foliage into magnifi-
cent magnolia blooms.

“Our magnolia collection is the 
significant collection for conservation 
purposes outside of China,” Linder 
said. “This means we have rare and 
endangered examples of magnolias you 
wouldn’t see anywhere else at the same 
location. Magnolias, which bloom early 
in the year, are brilliant pink, magenta 

and white flowers that grow right over-
head in very large trees.”

Tour planners should contact the San 
Francisco Botanical Garden three weeks 
in advance to arrange a docent-led, pri-
vate tour for groups of eight or more. n

San Francisco Botanical Garden
415-661-1316
sfbg.org

San Francisco Botanical Garden
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FEED YOUR SOUL
 AMERICA’S FARM-TO-FORK CAPITAL
Book your group tour at VisitSacramento.com/GroupTravel

© 2019 Jelly Belly Candy Company

Sweet!
• Fun, interactive and 

sensory exhibits
• Retail Store and Café             

FACTORY TOURS 
DAILY 9:15AM-4PM

Jelly Belly Visitor Center
One Jelly Belly Lane • Fairfield, CA

JellyBelly.com • 800-953-5592

UNPACK ONCE!

Make Fairfield the hub for 
your next group tour with 
countless world-class 
destinations within a one-hour 
drive and bus-friendly parking at 
affordable hotels 
and attractions.
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VISITFAIRFIELDCA.COM • 877-7WE-RFUN

Overnight in the center of Los Angeles entertainment 
At the heart of Los Angeles’ cultural 

attractions and entertainment ventures, 
The Garland hotel in North Hollywood 
is a group oasis. 

“The Garland provides guests with a 
uniquely authentic Los Angeles experi-
ence that is welcoming, stimulating and 
comfortable,” said Scott Mills, general 
manager. “When groups want to ex-
plore, we offer quick and easy access to 
many of the city’s most popular enter-
tainment and business destinations.

 “When they want to relax and 
unwind, our warm and intuitive service, 
original programming and retro style 
give them a sense of the carefree, easy-
going feeling that has always made Los 
Angeles a special place to be,” he said. 

In addition to enjoying overnight 
accommodations, groups can explore 
Studio City up close with The Garland’s 
Urban Walk; the guided stroll takes 

guests through the neighborhood to 
see the newly renovated Brady Bunch 
House. The hotel also offers Mat Pilates 
and Flow Yoga at Beverly Park, as well as 
personal training sessions. 

The modern hotel’s amenities would 
delight late legendary actress Beverly 
Garland (1926–2008). The 1950 noir clas-
sic D.O.A. launched Garland’s 50-year ca-
reer that included 40 movies and dozens 
of TV shows. In 1970, Garland and her 
husband Fillmore Crank discovered the 
bucolic property while planning to create 
a hideaway for friends, family and guests. 
Together with Las Vegas hotel impresa-
rio, John Kell Houssels Jr., they decided 
to build one of the most stunning North 
Hollywood hotels. 

In 2000, the hotel was handed down 
to James Crank, whose posh style 
influenced the expansion of the hotel 
into a chic and relaxed resort. Groups 

that overnight at The Garland are close 
to Hollywood landmarks, popular at-
tractions and world-renowned business 
epicenters. n

The Garland
800-238-3759
thegarland.com

The Garland
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Make Fairfield the hub for 
your next group tour with 
countless world-class 
destinations within a one-hour 
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affordable hotels 
and attractions.
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Denver

A thriving cultural scene, 300 days of sunshine, diverse 
neighborhoods and natural beauty combine in Denver to 
create a spectacular group playground. At the base of the 
Colorado Rocky Mountains, Denver is a young, active city 
with stunning architecture and award-winning dining.

“Denver is perfect for group tours because it is really 
where the American West begins,” said Jayne Buck, vice 
president of tourism for Visit Denver. “‘The Mile-High 
City’ celebrates its old west traditions in modern cultural 
attractions like History Colorado Center and Denver Art 
Museum. Here, visitors can discover stories from the past 
and the vibrant Western spirit of today, all in an urban setting 
that features exceptional cultural experiences.”

Visit Denver
303-571-9446
denver.org/groups

Denver’s History 
Colorado Center features 
exhibits and programs that 
tell the stories of Colorado 
and engage visitors in the 
past, present and future of 
the Rocky Mountain West. 
Enjoy interactive exhibits like 
a virtual ride in a Ford Model 
T. Test the group’s skill on a 
ski-jump simulator or set off 
dynamite in an 1880s hard-
rock mine.

History Colorado Center
303-447-8679
historycolorado.org

itinerary planner

“Behind the Seams” tours 
of Coors Field provide a 
behind-the-scenes look at 
one of the premier ballparks 
in Major League Baseball. All 
tours begin at Gate D (20th 
and Blake Street). Tours last 
75–80 minutes and cover a 
distance of approximately one 
mile. Don’t miss the Sandlot, 
a brewery in Coors Field that 
is open year-round. 

Coors Field
303-762-5437
mlb.com/rockies/
 tickets/tours

Learn about the 
“unsinkable” Margaret (Molly) 
Brown, The Mile-High City’s 
famous Titanic survivor, and 
her rise to fame, fortune and 
philanthropy during the 19th- 
century gold rush. The Molly 
Brown House Museum is 
located in the historic Capitol 
Hill neighborhood. It’s open 
year-round, but admission is 
by guided tour only.

Molly Brown
 House Museum
303-832-4092
mollybrown.org

Located 30 minutes 
from downtown Denver 
in Golden, the Colorado 
Railroad Museum has the 
state’s largest collection of 
locomotives, cars, photos and 
historic railroad mementos. 
At one point, more than 
2,000 miles of narrow-gauge 
track probed the mountains 
of Colorado. The museum 
brings this exciting era to life.

Colorado Railroad Museum
303-279-4591
coloradorailroad
 museum.org

Clockwise from top: Visit Denver, Andy Smith, Rebecca Todd, Visit Denver (2)
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colorado

Royal Gorge Bridge & Park
combines splendor and ingenuity

An intricate part of Colorado’s his-
tory, the bridge at Royal Gorge Bridge & 
Park near Cañon City was completed in 
1929. It is the highest suspension bridge 
in America and offers 360-degree views 
of Colorado. And the gorge itself? It’s 
millions of years in the making. 

“Every visitor needs to experience 
the bridge; that’s why we’re here,” said 
Dona Basham, sales manager for Royal 
Gorge Bridge & Park. “Standing on a 
suspension bridge 956 feet above the 
Arkansas river is an amazing feeling. 
Guests can view the surrounding moun-
tain ranges, river below and amazing 
granite walls of the gorge.”

This year, the park is celebrating its 
90th anniversary. Throughout the last 
nine decades, the bridge has become a 
national icon of engineering ingenuity.

“The park offers adventures and 
activities for all groups — from walking 
the bridge itself, to the Plaza Theater’s 
historical display and informative 
video, to ziplining on America’s highest 
zipline and our all-new Via Ferrata,” 
Basham said. 

The Via Ferrata allows guests to hike 
and climb the granite rock walls of the 
Royal Gorge with trained mountain 
guides for a controlled mountaineering 
experience.  

“We also offer complimentary shuttle 
rides, so groups can experience the park 
both on foot and in an open-air vehicle,” 
Basham said.

When a wildfire started in 2013 west 
of the Royal Gorge Bridge, all guests and 
employees were safely evacuated. But 
unfortunately, most of the buildings, 

rides, attractions and surrounding land-
scapes were damaged or lost in the fire.

“We are still improving and rebuild-
ing the park following the 2013 fire that 
destroyed over 90% of the park,” Basham 
said. “We have great plans to make it 
bigger and better than ever.” n

Royal Gorge Bridge & Park
888-333-5597
royalgorgebridge.com

Royal Gorge Bridge & Park



Western Heritage - Discover the 
deep roots of the Pikes Peak or Bust 
Gold Rush exploring old mines.

All Aboard - Trek through  
Cripple Creek and along the 
Arkansas River in the Royal Gorge 
on historic trains.

The Great Outdoors - Adventure 
is always close by with thousands of 
miles of trails and open spaces.

Arts Scene - Enjoy hundreds of 
public sculptures, galleries, art 
walks, classes and performances.

All Seasons - From colorful  
fall days to spring blooms, the region 
shines with a year-round mild 
climate.

Olympic City USA - See where 
Team USA dreams are born at the 
Colorado Springs Olympic  
Training Center. 

55+ - With more than 55 unique 
attractions, it’s easy to plan  
multi-day itineraries in the Pikes 
Peak region.

Cultural Experiences - Soak  
in the region’s multi-faceted culture 
at museums, historic  
sites and festivals.

Colorado Springs is a year-round tour 
destination boasting mild temperatures, 
more than 300 days of blue skies and 
spectacular scenery. Create intriguing 
tours at unforgettable destinations like 
Garden of the Gods Park and the U.S. Air 
Force Academy. 

PLAN YOUR TOUR
VisitCOS.com/groups-tours

TOP 8 REASONS TO TOUR

COLORADO 
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Floy Kennedy
Director of Travel Industry Sales
Floy@VisitCOS.com
719.685.7635

We believe in visionaries who can turn a bus into an expedition. 
Pioneers who know that “sightseeing” is about what you feel 

just as much as it is what you see. Optimists who are only over-
booked when they’ve packed too much to read. We don’t believe 

in tourists.

We believe in explorers.

Garden of the Gods Park

Discover Colorado’s
Pikes Peak Wonders

At the base of Pikes Peak — America’s 
Mountain — is a city that boasts unrivaled 
natural beauty, a mild climate, endless 
blue skies and more than 60 unique 
attractions. Colorado Springs, Olympic 
City USA, offers groups an array of 
itinerary options. Take in the towering 
red rock formations of Garden of the 
Gods Park, the intricate sculptures of 
Downtown’s Art on the Streets program, 
and a flourishing craft food and beverage 
scene. From museums to mountaintops, 
you’ll enjoy the Pikes Peak region’s 
second-to-none western hospitality. Start 
planning an unforgettable itinerary your 
clients are sure to remember for a lifetime 
at VisitCOS.com/tours. 

This charming mountain town is 
famous for its natural mineral springs 
scattered throughout the area. Visitors 
can take a self-guided tour of the eight 
public springs, each with a different 
taste and mineral content makeup. 
Visit Colorado Springs can also 
arrange guided walking tours of the 
historic town’s mineral springs. Explore 
charming shops and boutiques, ancient 
cliff dwellings and hidden caves as well 
as drop some change in the vintage 
games of the Penny Arcade.

There are several ways to soak in 
the purple mountain majesties of 
this iconic mountain. Four private 
operators offer daily departures that 
navigate the twists and turns of the 
Pikes Peak Highway. Book a private 
Gray Line bus or shuttle, or a Jeep 
or Hummer tour to the 14,115-foot 
summit. There are endless photo 
opportunities as you ascend five 
different life zones to some of the 
most breathtaking views in the 
country.

Colorado Springs is the proud home of 
the U.S. Olympic & Paralympic Training 
Center and coming in 2020, the city will 
open the doors to the U.S. Olympic & 
Paralympic Museum and Hall of Fame. 
This world-class, 60,000 square-foot 
museum celebrates the legacies of Team 
USA with artifacts, athlete stories and 
state-of-the-art interactive exhibits that 
provide a unique experience for each 
guest, regardless of age or accessibility.

SPONSORED CONTENT

Manitou Springs Pikes Peak Tours U.S. Olympic & 
Paralympic Museum 

and Hall of Fame

Western Heritage - Discover the 
deep roots of the Pikes Peak or Bust 
Gold Rush exploring old mines.

All Aboard - Trek through  
Cripple Creek and along the 
Arkansas River in the Royal Gorge 
on historic trains.

The Great Outdoors - Adventure 
is always close by with thousands of 
miles of trails and open spaces.

Arts Scene - Enjoy hundreds of 
public sculptures, galleries, art 
walks, classes and performances.

All Seasons - From colorful  
fall days to spring blooms, the region 
shines with a year-round mild 
climate.

Olympic City USA - See where 
Team USA dreams are born at the 
Colorado Springs Olympic  
Training Center. 

55+ - With more than 55 unique 
attractions, it’s easy to plan  
multi-day itineraries in the Pikes 
Peak region.

Cultural Experiences - Soak  
in the region’s multi-faceted culture 
at museums, historic  
sites and festivals.

Colorado Springs is a year-round tour 
destination boasting mild temperatures, 
more than 300 days of blue skies and 
spectacular scenery. Create intriguing 
tours at unforgettable destinations like 
Garden of the Gods Park and the U.S. Air 
Force Academy. 

PLAN YOUR TOUR
VisitCOS.com/groups-tours

TOP 8 REASONS TO TOUR

COLORADO 
SPRINGS
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Floy Kennedy
Director of Travel Industry Sales
Floy@VisitCOS.com
719.685.7635

We believe in visionaries who can turn a bus into an expedition. 
Pioneers who know that “sightseeing” is about what you feel 

just as much as it is what you see. Optimists who are only over-
booked when they’ve packed too much to read. We don’t believe 

in tourists.

We believe in explorers.

Garden of the Gods Park

Floy Kennedy 
Director of Travel Industry Sales 
Floy@VisitCOS.com 
719-685-7635

NEXT STOP

VisitCOS.com/tours
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Western Heritage - Discover the 
deep roots of the Pikes Peak or Bust 
Gold Rush exploring old mines.

All Aboard - Trek through  
Cripple Creek and along the 
Arkansas River in the Royal Gorge 
on historic trains.

The Great Outdoors - Adventure 
is always close by with thousands of 
miles of trails and open spaces.

Arts Scene - Enjoy hundreds of 
public sculptures, galleries, art 
walks, classes and performances.

All Seasons - From colorful  
fall days to spring blooms, the region 
shines with a year-round mild 
climate.

Olympic City USA - See where 
Team USA dreams are born at the 
Colorado Springs Olympic  
Training Center. 

55+ - With more than 55 unique 
attractions, it’s easy to plan  
multi-day itineraries in the Pikes 
Peak region.

Cultural Experiences - Soak  
in the region’s multi-faceted culture 
at museums, historic  
sites and festivals.

Colorado Springs is a year-round tour 
destination boasting mild temperatures, 
more than 300 days of blue skies and 
spectacular scenery. Create intriguing 
tours at unforgettable destinations like 
Garden of the Gods Park and the U.S. Air 
Force Academy. 

PLAN YOUR TOUR
VisitCOS.com/groups-tours

TOP 8 REASONS TO TOUR

COLORADO 
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Floy Kennedy
Director of Travel Industry Sales
Floy@VisitCOS.com
719.685.7635

We believe in visionaries who can turn a bus into an expedition. 
Pioneers who know that “sightseeing” is about what you feel 

just as much as it is what you see. Optimists who are only over-
booked when they’ve packed too much to read. We don’t believe 

in tourists.

We believe in explorers.

Garden of the Gods Park

Discover Colorado’s
Pikes Peak Wonders

At the base of Pikes Peak — America’s 
Mountain — is a city that boasts unrivaled 
natural beauty, a mild climate, endless 
blue skies and more than 60 unique 
attractions. Colorado Springs, Olympic 
City USA, offers groups an array of 
itinerary options. Take in the towering 
red rock formations of Garden of the 
Gods Park, the intricate sculptures of 
Downtown’s Art on the Streets program, 
and a flourishing craft food and beverage 
scene. From museums to mountaintops, 
you’ll enjoy the Pikes Peak region’s 
second-to-none western hospitality. Start 
planning an unforgettable itinerary your 
clients are sure to remember for a lifetime 
at VisitCOS.com/tours. 

This charming mountain town is 
famous for its natural mineral springs 
scattered throughout the area. Visitors 
can take a self-guided tour of the eight 
public springs, each with a different 
taste and mineral content makeup. 
Visit Colorado Springs can also 
arrange guided walking tours of the 
historic town’s mineral springs. Explore 
charming shops and boutiques, ancient 
cliff dwellings and hidden caves as well 
as drop some change in the vintage 
games of the Penny Arcade.

There are several ways to soak in 
the purple mountain majesties of 
this iconic mountain. Four private 
operators offer daily departures that 
navigate the twists and turns of the 
Pikes Peak Highway. Book a private 
Gray Line bus or shuttle, or a Jeep 
or Hummer tour to the 14,115-foot 
summit. There are endless photo 
opportunities as you ascend five 
different life zones to some of the 
most breathtaking views in the 
country.

Colorado Springs is the proud home of 
the U.S. Olympic & Paralympic Training 
Center and coming in 2020, the city will 
open the doors to the U.S. Olympic & 
Paralympic Museum and Hall of Fame. 
This world-class, 60,000 square-foot 
museum celebrates the legacies of Team 
USA with artifacts, athlete stories and 
state-of-the-art interactive exhibits that 
provide a unique experience for each 
guest, regardless of age or accessibility.

SPONSORED CONTENT

Manitou Springs Pikes Peak Tours U.S. Olympic & 
Paralympic Museum 

and Hall of Fame

Western Heritage - Discover the 
deep roots of the Pikes Peak or Bust 
Gold Rush exploring old mines.

All Aboard - Trek through  
Cripple Creek and along the 
Arkansas River in the Royal Gorge 
on historic trains.

The Great Outdoors - Adventure 
is always close by with thousands of 
miles of trails and open spaces.

Arts Scene - Enjoy hundreds of 
public sculptures, galleries, art 
walks, classes and performances.

All Seasons - From colorful  
fall days to spring blooms, the region 
shines with a year-round mild 
climate.

Olympic City USA - See where 
Team USA dreams are born at the 
Colorado Springs Olympic  
Training Center. 

55+ - With more than 55 unique 
attractions, it’s easy to plan  
multi-day itineraries in the Pikes 
Peak region.

Cultural Experiences - Soak  
in the region’s multi-faceted culture 
at museums, historic  
sites and festivals.

Colorado Springs is a year-round tour 
destination boasting mild temperatures, 
more than 300 days of blue skies and 
spectacular scenery. Create intriguing 
tours at unforgettable destinations like 
Garden of the Gods Park and the U.S. Air 
Force Academy. 

PLAN YOUR TOUR
VisitCOS.com/groups-tours

TOP 8 REASONS TO TOUR

COLORADO 
SPRINGS
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Floy Kennedy
Director of Travel Industry Sales
Floy@VisitCOS.com
719.685.7635

We believe in visionaries who can turn a bus into an expedition. 
Pioneers who know that “sightseeing” is about what you feel 

just as much as it is what you see. Optimists who are only over-
booked when they’ve packed too much to read. We don’t believe 

in tourists.

We believe in explorers.

Garden of the Gods Park

Floy Kennedy 
Director of Travel Industry Sales 
Floy@VisitCOS.com 
719-685-7635

NEXT STOP

VisitCOS.com/tours

Nebraska
Norfolk

Located in northeast Nebraska in the Elkhorn River Valley 
of Madison County, Norfolk is 112 miles northwest of Omaha 
and 75 miles southwest of Sioux City, Iowa. In 1866, a three-
train caravan of prairie schooners carrying 44 German families 
from Ixonia and Watertown, Wisconsin, arrived at the junction 
of Elkhorn and North Fork Valleys, where they were attracted by 
the rich land open for settlement. These pioneers were joined 
by others from Wisconsin and formed the community that later 
became Norfolk. 

With the Sand Hills lying to the west and farmland to the 
east, today’s Norfolk has the charm and hospitality of a small 
town, and the opportunities and history of a big city. Explore the 
region’s rich and diverse Native American history, dine on locally 
prepared meals and experience everyday life as a cowboy.

Norfolk Area Visitors Bureau
visitnorfolkne.com/home/group-tours

Immerse in nature. The 
Cowboy Trail is the longest 
rail-to-trail conversion in the 
United States. Once part of 
the Chicago & North Western 
Railroad’s Cowboy Line, 
this limestone trail covers 
321 miles from Norfolk to 
Chadron. Walk or bike the 
trail; it’s the most scenic way 
to take in the Norfolk area.

Cowboy Trail
outdoornebraska.gov/    
 cowboytrail

itinerary planner

Elkhorn Valley Museum 
has a working one-room 
schoolhouse, the restored first 
home of Norfolk, the Square 
Turn Tractor, a research 
center and a birding library. 
Group visits begin with an 
orientation and a self-guided 
tour. Staff-guided tours can be 
requested; ask about touring 
the Dederman Schoolhouse, 
Dederman Cabin and the 
cave in Verges Park.

Elkhorn Valley Museum
402-371-3886
elkhornvalleymuseum.org

Barnstormers Family 
Bar & Grill has an airport-
themed atmosphere in a 
historically registered airport 
terminal building. The bar is 
centered around an airplane 
theme while the dining area 
reflects large bi-plane wings 
with a backdrop of pictures 
from the early days of the 
Norfolk Regional Airport/Karl 
Stefan Memorial Field (OFK).

Barnstormers Family
 Bar & Grill
402-316-4099
barnstormersfamily 
 bargrill.com

About 12 million years 
ago, a volcano spread 
a blanket of ash over 
northeastern Nebraska. More 
than 200 fossil skeletons 
from 12 species have been 
discovered at Ashfall Fossil 
Beds State Historical Park, 
about an hour northwest of 
Norfolk. Begin a visit with the 
interpretive displays and the 
fossil preparation laboratory. 

Ashfall Fossil Beds
 State Historical Park
402-893-2000
ashfall.unl.edu

Clockwise from top: Creative Commons, Ashfall Fossil Beds State Historical Park, Barnstormers Family Bar & Grill, Nebraska Tourism (2)
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Joslyn Art Museum adds to Dutch collection
Joslyn Art Museum, located in 

Omaha, preserves, collects and inter-
prets visual arts across several galler-
ies. The museum has recently made a 
commitment to diversify its holdings 
created by women.

Earlier this year, Joslyn announced 
its newly added 17th-century canvas, 
Still Life of Flowers in a Glass Vase 
(circa 1685), by Dutch artist Maria van 
Oosterwyck (1630–93). One of the few 
female painters active in Holland in the 
1600s, van Oosterwyck was a master of 
floral still life. 

“Joslyn is actively working to 
increase the representation of women 
artists in its collections, and this ad-
dition marks the earliest example in 
the European collection,” said Taylor 
J. Acosta, associate curator of Euro-
pean art. “Of the known works by van 
Oosterwyck, this painting is one of the 
most significant in terms of quality 
and scale. The meticulous attention to 
detail and the great variety of blooms, 
as well as the inclusion of insects and 
shells, make this an excellent example 
of the genre.” 

Groups can experience the painting 
and the rest of the museum’s galleries 

with a private docent-guided tour or 
a self-guided tour. Both styles of tours 
should be scheduled online four weeks 
in advance. 

Van Oosterwyck enjoyed great suc-
cess in her lifetime and counted King 
Louis XIV of France and King William 
III of England among her patrons. Her 
elegant floral arrangements set against 
dark backgrounds were especially 
admired for their diversity of flora, a 
characteristic exemplified in Joslyn’s 
painting. 

Held in the same private collection 
for several generations, Joslyn’s acquisi-
tion of Still Life of Flowers in a Glass 
Vase, through Ben Elwes Fine Art in 
London, makes this painting accessible 
to groups and the public for the first 
time in more than 100 years. 

Groups also shouldn’t miss the 
display of a dress worn by Mrs. Abbott 
Lawrence Rotch for her portrait by John 
Singer Sargent, 1903. It’s a strikingly rare 
opportunity to see a portrait with the 
original garment worn by the sitter. n

Joslyn Art Museum
402-661-3823
joslyn.org

Mrs. Abbott Lawrence Rotch, 1903, by John 
Singer Sargent, 

Maria van Oosterwyck (Dutch, 1630–1693), Still Life 
of Flowers in a Glass Vase,ca. 1685, oil on canvas, 
31 ¾ x 26 ¼ inches, Joslyn Art Museum

Joslyn Art Museum

From top: Joslyn Art Museum, Creative Commons, Matthew Hollow
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Nevada
Sparks

With 300 days of sunshine each year and activities that 
interest every group, Sparks has distinguished itself as a 
great tour destination in the West, furthering its slogan, ‘It’s 
happening here.’” 

“From the eclectic arts and culture scene at The Generator 
to the birthplace of a number of Burning Man art installations, 
to the dozens of eateries to grab a bite and a pint, such as 
Great Basin Brewery (Nevada’s oldest operating brewery) and 
live entertainment at the Nugget Casino Resort — the options 
are truly endless,” said Tammie Anstedt Baker, tourism sales 
manager for Visit Reno Tahoe. “Whether it’s a cook-off or a 
Christmas parade, there’s always something going on in Sparks.” 

Visit Reno Tahoe
775-827-7760
visitrenotahoe.com

No matter the time of year, 
there’s always something 
going on at Nugget Casino 
Resort. From live concerts 
to sporting events, holiday 
celebrations to food expos, 
there’s an activity for every 
group. Ideally located in the 
heart of Victorian Square, 
guests enjoy staying in the 
modern lodge-themed guest 
rooms and swimming in the 
year-round atrium pool. 

Nugget Casino Resort
800-843-2427
nuggetcasinoresort.com

itinerary planner

BJ’s Nevada Barbecue 
Company has been a local 
and guest favorite for 30 
years. The joint offers pork 
ribs, beef brisket, smoked 
chicken, shredded pork, 
Louisiana hot links, and other 
smoked and grilled favorites 
topped with its award-
winning barbecue sauces 
groups can’t find anywhere 
else. Stop in for breakfast, 
lunch or dinner.

BJ’s Nevada
 Barbecue Company
775-355-1010
bjsbbq.com

The Generator is a 
community art and maker 
space with more than 34,000 
square feet of workspace, 
industrial equipment and 
three-phase power. Several 
Burning Man event projects 
were born here, as well as 
many art installations found 
throughout Sparks. Ask the 
staff about how a group can 
become involved in a large-
scale art project.

The Generator
775-453-6537
therenogenerator.com/
 participate

Known by locals as “The 
Marina,” Sparks Marina Park 
has become a go-to place for 
outdoor activities, including 
picnics, volleyball, bike riding, 
and water sports such as 
stand-up paddle boarding 
and kayaking. Rentals are 
available at the marina. With 
walking paths, trees and 
sandy beaches surrounding 
a 77-acre lake, the Sparks 
Marina Park makes a great 
outing on any itinerary.

Sparks Marina Park
775-353-2376

Clockwise from top: iStock, Visit Reno Tahoe(4) 
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Lost City Museum displays archaeological history
About an hour’s drive northeast of 

Las Vegas, nestled in Overton and the 
Moapa Valley, lies one of Nevada’s oldest 
museums: The Lost City Museum. The 
Moapa Valley region was once home to 
the ancestral Puebloans who lived more 
than 1,200 years ago. Their cultural 
items and two ruin sites, which were 
unearthed in the 1920s, are on display 
throughout the museum. 

“We hope that visitors learn more 
about themselves through thinking 
about past populations, especially those 
in the surrounding Moapa Valley,” said 
Mary Beth Timm, museum director. 
“We all like to imagine we could live off 
the land, without modern conveniences 
like cellphones and air conditioning. 
Lost City Museum allows visitors to 
envision what that would look like.”

The exhibits take groups back to a 

time well before modern conveniences 
to show the visitor what it was like to 
live off the land. 

“The takeaway from visiting Lost 
City Museum is to learn about past 
peoples, history, archaeology and to 
imagine spaces in our own lives where 
we can be more self-reliant,” Timm said. 

While the space focuses on prehis-
toric peoples, Timm said, it is important 
for visiting groups to remember that 
other native groups, such as the Paiute, 
still live in the vicinity. 

One of seven state museums, Lost 
City Museum has grown to include 
three galleries, a small screening room, 
a research library and a museum store. 
Outdoor exhibits include a Native 
American pit house and reconstructed 
pueblos, which visitors may enter.

Originally known as the Boulder 

Dam Park Museum, the facility was 
built in 1935 by members of the Civilian 
Conservation Corps.

The National Park Service created 
the museum to display artifacts recov-
ered from archaeological sites, most of 
which were flooded when the Colorado 
River was dammed to form Lake Mead. 
The National Park Service turned the 
museum over to the state of Nevada 
in the mid-1950s, when the name was 
changed to Lost City Museum.

The museum hosts a variety of 
events, including a Native American 
Day, a Christmas Open House, and 
other programs and activities through-
out the year. n

Lost City Museum
702-397-2193
lostcitymuseum.org

Lost City Museum
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New Mexico
Rio Rancho

It’s easy to access New Mexico’s largest cities from Rio 
Rancho. About a half hour from Albuquerque and one hour from 
Santa Fe, Rio Rancho offers affordable and convenient access 
to two of New Mexico’s largest cities. But before exploring 
neighboring areas, check in at Rio Rancho’s Days Inn, Extended 
Stay America, Hilton Garden Inn, Inn at Rio Rancho or Quality Inn.

Rio Rancho itself is one of the fastest-growing cities in New 
Mexico. Since many Rio Rancho locals moved from somewhere 
else, groups will find authentic recipes from across the country 
and around the globe, such as Italian at Joe’s Pasta House or 
Namaste Cuisine of India & Nepal. Arrive hungry. 

Rio Rancho Convention & Visitors Bureau
505-891-7258
visitriorancho.org

Just 20 minutes from Rio 
Rancho, Coronado Historic 
Site sits alongside the Rio 
Grande River and offers views 
of Sandia Mountains. This is 
where Spanish conquistador 
Francisco Vázquez de 
Coronado encountered the 
Kuaua Pueblo village in 
1540. Tours allow visitors to 
try on Spanish armor, grind 
corn and descend into an 
underground ceremonial kiva. 

Coronado Historic Site
505-867-5351
nmhistoricsites.org/
 coronado

itinerary planner

After the group has 
worked up an appetite, have 
lunch at Joe’s Pasta House, 
a relaxed Italian eatery that 
serves entrees “straight 
from Nona’s kitchen.” Try 
American-Italian dishes, 
authentic Italian dishes, hand-
cut steaks and fresh seafood. 
Don’t leave without tasting the 
green chile chicken ravioli. 
On the go? Off-site catering 
services also are available.

Joe’s Pasta House
505-892-3333
joespastahouse.com

Petroglyph National 
Monument protects one of 
the largest petroglyph sites 
in North America, home to 
designs carved onto volcanic 
rocks by Native Americans 
and Spanish settlers 400–
700 years ago. Hike Boca 
Negra Canyon, a trail system 
with paved paths, shaded 
seating, picnic tables and 
restrooms. See about 100 
petroglyphs within one hour.

Petroglyph National 
 Monument 
505-899-0205, ext. 335
nps.gov/petr

Less than 20 minutes 
south of Rio Rancho, Casa 
Rondeña Winery is an 
escape to rich heritage 
and culture. Casa Rondeña 
Winery combines the beauty 
of music, art, architecture and 
wine. Groups of 10 or more 
should schedule a tasting; 
the Tasting Room gives the 
opportunity to sample the 
winery’s entire portfolio.

Casa Rondeña Winery
505-344-5911
casarondena.com

Clockwise from top: iStock, Albuquerque Film Office, iStock, Joe’s Pasta House, Creative Commons
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CULTURAL CENTER
IndianPueblo.org

12th & I-40, ABQ NM • @PuebloHarvest

Native Sourced
& Pueblo Inspired

See Full Menu: PuebloHarvestCafe.com

12th & I-40, ABQ NM • @IndianPueblo

PLAN YOUR VISIT Admire Georgia O’Keeffe’s
famous depictions

Eleven years after the death of its 
namesake artist, the Georgia O’Keeffe 
Museum in Santa Fe opened in 1997. 
Since then, the museum has shared the 
art, life and story of Georgia O’Keeffe to 
groups from around the world. 

Georgia O’Keeffe was a prolific 
artist in the 20th century. Her distinct 
flowers, dramatic cityscapes, glowing 
landscapes, and images of bones against 
the desert sky became iconic American 
images. A visit to the museum offers not 
only insight into her paintings, but also 
O’Keeffe’s creative process, and the light 
and landscape that inspired her.

“Often called the ‘mother of modern-
ism,’ Georgia O’Keeffe is one of the most 
significant and intriguing artists of the past 
century, famous for her boldly innovative 
art,” said Micaela Hester, public relations 
program manager. “She created art to 
express what she called, ‘the wideness and 
wonder of the world as I live in it.’”

The museum’s intimate size makes it 
ideal for groups to explore together at a 
comfortable pace. 

“Groups can experience the museum 
in about one hour, allowing lots of time 
in the day for the rest of their Santa Fe 
itineraries,” Hester said.

The museum does not have a des-
ignated parking lot for motorcoaches; 
however, there are many City of Santa Fe 
parking lots nearby. 

In addition to the main museum 
campus, the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum 
also maintains O’Keeffe’s two homes and 
studios in northern New Mexico; a re-
search center and library; and a variety 
of collections relating to O’Keeffe and 
modern art.

The O’Keeffe: Welcome Center, 
located in Abiquiú, is where groups 
have the opportunity to watch a short 
informational documentary about 
O’Keeffe’s homes. A shuttle bus then 
transports visitors to her Abiquiú Home 
and Studio. n

Georgia O’Keeffe Museum
505-946-1000
okeeffemuseum.org

Georgia O’Keeffe Museum, 2017. InSight Foto Inc., © Georgia O’Keeffe Museum
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CUMBRESTOLTEC.COM/GROUPS
1-877-890-2737

#1 Scenic Railroad

SURPRISINGLY 
SIMPLE TO BOOK!

OPEN DAILY

9AM-5PM

114 N. MAIN 

   ROSWELL, NM

5 7 5 . 6 2 5 . 9 4 9 5
ROSWELLUFOMUSEUM.COM

The National Museum of Nuclear
Science & History explores Atomic Age

Exhibits at The National Museum of 
Nuclear Science & History in Albuquer-
que, including the 9-acre Heritage Park, 
highlight the early research of nuclear 
development through today’s peace-
ful uses of nuclear technology. Jennifer 
Hayden, director of public relations and 
marketing, suggests that groups pair 
their visit with a docent-guided tour. 

“Many of our guides are retired 
physicists, engineers, scientists and mili-
tary personnel,” she said. “These men 
and women, in one way or another, had 
something to do with the development 
of the Atomic Age and truly make the 
history and science come to life.”

The History Tour focuses on scientif-
ic discoveries of the atom, the Manhat-
tan Project and the Trinity Test. The 
Critical Assembly installation includes 
original electronic instruments, hard-
ware, furniture, tools and materials used 
in secret cities of the 1940s. Docents are 
able to provide additional insights into 
the stories behind the objects.

“People interested in World War II 
tend to gravitate toward artifacts con-
nected to the Atomic Bomb,” Hayden 
said.

The museum is home to a replica 
of the Trinity Tower, which held the 
world’s first atomic bomb for testing in 
the nearby White Sands Missile Range. 
A B-29 Superfortress, the same type of 
aircraft as the Enola Gay, is on display 
in Heritage Park alongside the Fat Man 
bomb casing.

The Science Tour focuses on the 
science behind peaceful applications of 
nuclear chemistry, such as medicine and 
power. Groups learn how and where 
uranium is mined, and environmen-
tal and human health issues. Visitors 
discover how some of the most current 
research is being used today. n

The National Museum
 of Nuclear Science & History
505-245-2137
nuclearmuseum.org

The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History
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North Dakota
Minot

The hallmark of a great itinerary is fun things to see and do 
— and Minot has plenty to choose from. Groups can visit studios 
of local artists, see historic trains and planes in enthralling 
museums, take in the symphony or spend a night on the town in 
the midst of live music.

“The Minot Convention & Visitors Bureau prides itself 
on excellent customer service,” said Rianne Kuhn, director 
of marketing and communications. “Planning a tour can be 
frustrating, and we know that. We offer services to help ease 
your planning worries. Welcome banners, agendas and welcome 
packets are just a few things that we can complete for your tour. 
You have enough on your plate; let us sweat the small stuff.”

Minot Convention & Visitors Bureau
701-857-8206
visitminot.org

Founded in 1986, the 
Dakota Territory Air 
Museum located north of 
Minot International Airport has 
more than 30 civilian aircrafts 
on display with a growing 
collection of WWII warbirds. 
Through displays and events 
that inspire, educate and 
entertain, the museum has 
become a historical resource 
for the region and the state.

Dakota Territory
 Air Museum
701-852-8500
dakotaterritoryair
 museum.com

itinerary planner

The Scandinavian 
Heritage Park is a 
lasting legacy and a gift 
of remembrance to future 
generations. The park is 
a celebration of the five 
Scandinavian countries: 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, 
Finland and Iceland. This 
outdoor museum features 
the Gol Stave Church, a 
30-foot Dala Horse and the 
Sigdal House.

Scandinavian
 Heritage Park
701-852-9161
scandinavianheritage.org

Souris River Brewing 
is Minot’s first brewpub-
and-restaurant. Ingredients 
are sourced from local and 
regional suppliers to give 
customers an authentic North 
Dakota experience. Some of 
its in-house brewed beers 
include Bakken Brown Ale 
and Prairie Rose Pilsner. 
Groups enjoy the restaurant’s 
wild game options, such as 
bison and elk.

Souris River Brewing
701-837-1884
sourisriverbrewing.com

Roosevelt Park Zoo is 
North Dakota’s oldest zoo. 
It was originally opened in 
1920 and has since been 
rebuilt after two devastating 
floods in 1969 and 2011. It is 
home to the largest collection 
of exotic animals between 
Minneapolis and Seattle, 
including penguins, giraffes, 
zebras, kangaroo, lions, 
tigers and bears. A variety 
of programs are designed 
exclusively for adult groups.

Roosevelt Park Zoo
701-857-4166
rpzoo.com

Clockwise from top: Minot Convention & Visitors Bureau (2), Souris River Brewing, Minot Convention & Visitors Bureau, Dakota Territory Air Museum
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N D t o u r i s m . c o m / g r o u p t r a v e l

U N D E R S T U D Y
J o s h  D u h a m e l

On-A-Slant Indian Vil lage, near Mandan

Actor and North Dakota native, Josh Duhamel, calls the people of his home state 
“inspiring.” You’re invited to be inspired, too. Join us for historic re-enactments, 
international powwows and cultural festivals celebrating our diverse heritage. 
Visit us online to learn more and start planning today.

Eat like a local in Fargo
There’s more to the Midwest than 

meat and potatoes. A group might not 
expect landlocked North Dakota to 
boast Japanese sushi, bier halls, Mexi-
can street food or French patisserie 
shops, but it does.

Meghan Battest is the founder and 
owner of Fargo Food Tours and shares 
her local knowledge of the food scene 
with visitors every week. Four routes 
stop in more than 20 of downtown 
Fargo’s most authentic eateries.

“Fargo used to be a place to drive 
through,” she said. “But now, it is a 
destination.”

Fargo Food Tours are rooted in shar-
ing an insider’s perspective and a love of 
food. The crafted itineraries allow visi-
tors to sample a range of flavors as they 
eat like a local.

The Iconic Fargo Favorites is a 

three-hour, progressive-meal walking 
tour with stops at six local eateries. 
Starting at the iconic Fargo Theatre, 
groups discover the institutions that 
spurred the growth of the city’s food 
scene. Visitors sample doughnuts with 
flavors like the classic Bismarck, or 
delectable maple and bacon. 

“As we walk around, I share stories 
about Fargo’s historical and cultural 
heritage,” Battest said. Her tales and 
trivia bring Fargo to life and provide 
context for the food. 

“Our stop at the German bier hall for 
sausage, sauerkraut and over three-dozen 
taps highlights the city’s German heri-
tage,” she said. “Visitors also enjoy asking 
the restaurateurs and chefs questions.” 

The Craft Brews & Bites tour ex-
plores Fargo’s growing world of craft 
beers and brews. For those who love 

caffeine, the Fargo Coffee Crawl takes 
groups to beloved java joints.

The Tastes of the World tour offers 
tastings that include sushi, Norwegian 
smorgasbord classics and more. n

Fargo Food Tours 
fargofoodtours.com

Fargo Food Tours
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Oklahoma
Stillwater

Soak up the vibrancy of a historic downtown, explore a Big 
12 college campus and dive into the Red Dirt music scene to 
experience Stillwater, a city rooted in education and agriculture. 

“Stillwater, Oklahoma, is the place where smiles from 
strangers are abundant and hometown hospitality is a way of 
life,” said Cristy Morrison, president and CEO at Visit Stillwater. 
“Our welcoming spirit is rooted in our Oklahoma history and the 
diversity created by Oklahoma State University. We welcome 
tour groups to Stillwater and embrace the opportunity to 
showcase ‘America’s friendliest college town.’”

Don’t leave without finding the perfect pair of cowboy boots, 
savoring a pint of locally brewed craft beer and catching a live, 
outdoor acoustic set.

Visit Stillwater
405-743-3697
visitstillwater.org

Comprised of Modella 
Art Gallery, OSU Museum 
of Art, Prairie Arts Center, 
Stillwater Community Center, 
Stillwater History Museum at 
the Sheerar and the Stillwater 
Public Library, the Downtown 
Stillwater Cultural District 
is located in the heart of 
historical downtown Stillwater. 
Allow free time to explore and 
discover many of Stillwater’s 
hidden gems.

Downtown Stillwater 
 Cultural District
facebook.com/
 downtownstillwaterok

itinerary planner

Stillwater is home to 
the one-and-only “jumpin’ 
little juke joint,” Eskimo 
Joe’s, steeped in tradition 
of unbeatable guest service. 
The restaurant’s T-shirts are 
reportedly the second most-
collected T-shirt in the world. 
Be sure to try the piping-hot 
cheese fries; Eskimo Joe’s 
serves more than 9,000 
plates of the famous fries per 
month. 

Eskimo Joe’s
405-372-8896
eskimojoes.com

Lake McMurtry is a quiet, 
group-friendly recreation 
area surrounded by beautiful 
scenery with plenty of 
activities. Grab walking sticks 
and explore the area on foot 
or bike on one of four woodsy 
trails. Rent kayaks to enjoy 
the water or play a round 
of disc golf on one of two 
professional courses.

Lake McMurtry
405-747-8085
lakemcmurtry.org

Take time to explore 
Oklahoma State University. 
Visit its beautiful gardens 
and the largest student union 
in the United States. With 
52 national championships, 
OSU is home to one of the 
most well-rounded athletics 
programs in the Big 12. 
The university is a vital 
component to complete any 
Stillwater experience.

Oklahoma State University
go.okstate.edu

Visit Stillwater

DO EAT EXPLORE SEE
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oklahoma

 CHEROKEE
ADVENTURE AWAITS

C H E R O K E E  N AT I O N 
G R O U P  T O U R S

Immerse yourself in northeast 

Oklahoma where you will 

discover remarkable cultural 

attractions, including the new 

Cherokee National History 
Museum in Tahlequah, Oklahoma.

Toy and Action Figure Museum
delights the young at heart
 Now celebrating its 14th year, Pauls 
Valley’s Toy & Action Figure Museum 
is where more than 50,000 people have 
stopped to see over 13,000 action figures 
and related toys. It’s the world’s only 
museum devoted solely to the art and 
collection of action figures. 
 “The idea behind the museum was 
to present the art and sculpting of action 
figures to the public — how toys are 
designed, sculpted and manufactured,” 
said Kevin Stark, curator, “but also to let 
visitors connect with a part of their past 
they might have forgotten about. 
 “We get many guests who are 
amazed at how much of their childhood 
they encounter at our museum,” he said. 
“We believe that everyone can connect 
with the feeling of seeing their favorite 
toy they had as a kid.”

 The museum is divided into sec-
tions, including a collection of cartoon 
artwork from Oklahoma illustrators, 
and a room called the “Batcave” featur-
ing every Batman-related collectable 
imaginable. The museum’s focal point 
is a sprawling central diorama featuring 
thousands of figures from what seems 
like every possible franchise. 
 “When groups come to the museum, 
we give them a tour conducted by myself, 
and I give them a background on the 
museum and designing toys,” Stark said.
 Stark has been designing toys since 
1991 and has worked on several major 
toy lines, such as the Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles, Speed Racer and The 
Simpsons. 
 “I also set up an easel and draw-
ing paper, and have the crowd help me 

design a couple of action figures to show 
them what goes into the actual work 
of designing a figure,” he said. “We feel 
groups receive the best visit out of any-
one because of the special one-on-one 
attention.” n 

Toy and Action Figure Museum
405-238-6300
toyandactionfiguremuseum.com

Toy and Action Figure Museum
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RIVERSPORT OKC | BRICKTOWN | NATIONAL COWBOY & WESTERN HERITAGE MUSEUM

For all you adventure lovers out there, Oklahoma City is the place to 
try something new. Give your group unique slices of adventure, like 

an indoor tropical oasis, dragon boating down the Oklahoma River or 
walkable canal-side dining, all in the heart of downtown OKC. 

If they’re craving a unique experience, we have custom group tours 
available to make your trip stand out, and that we think you’ll love. 

READY TO SEE MORE?

FREE ONLINE GROUP TOUR PLANNER AT VISITOKC.COM/GROUPS

THE HEARTLAND’S HEART
OF ADVENTURE

THE HEARTLAND’S HEART
OF ADVENTURE

UNI_19-OKC-023_Group Tour Magazine.indd   1 9/13/19   10:37 AM

Oklahoma City art collective unveils permanent experience
“Mix-Tape,” the first permanent 

immersive art experience in Oklahoma 
City, was created by artist collective 
Factory Obscura. The exhibit is located 
in The Womb building in Automobile 
Alley, a district that was developed in 
the 1920s and is now one of Oklahoma 

City’s most popular districts for shop-
ping, dining and nightlife.

“Mix-Tape” hits rewind on the 
1980s tradition of creating homemade 
musical compilations on cassette tape. 
Visiting groups will feel emotional ties 
to mixed tapes and the form of expres-

sion by the person creating them. 
The 6,000-square-foot interactive 

space is filled with handcrafted materi-
als by 30 Oklahoma City-based artists. 
The outside of the building features 
an interactive boom box that is visible 
from the street and can be played 24/7. 
The boom box has large, working but-
tons that play iconic songs and prompts 
a disco ball, dancing stuffed animals 
and party lights to trigger the most 
prominent human emotions: joy, angst, 
love, melancholy, hope and wonder. 

“The only map or guide to ‘Mix-
Tape’ is an open heart,” said Laura Mas-
senat, co-founder. “Our experiences 
are intended to spark awe and wonder 
in humans of all ages, all backgrounds, 
and all ability levels, inviting interac-
tive play and exploration. Every visit 
is unique, and every participant comes 
away changed.”

“Mix-Tape” is Factory Obscura’s 
fourth immersive concept and first 
permanent exhibit. The artist collective 
also presented “Midnight Dinner” in 
2017, “Shift” in 2017–18 and “Beyond” 
in 2018–19. n

Mix-Tape
Factory Obscura
factoryobscura.com/mixtape

Toddeclark
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Oregon
Bend

Tucked between the snow-covered peaks of the Cascade 
Mountains and the inspiring high desert plateaus of central 
Oregon, Bend has evolved from a sleepy lumber town to an 
international hub for outdoor enthusiasts. Time in Bend is best 
spent bouncing between volcanic monuments and river trails. 

Get the group’s bearings at Pilot Butte, where they can view 
the surrounding peaks in every direction. Then, take a stroll 
along the Deschutes River Trail, followed by a trip to the 89-foot 
Tumalo Falls.

People from around the world visit Bend to get outside, 
whether they’re seeking world-class river activities, hiking and 
biking on endless miles of trails, a cutting-edge Urban Trail 
System or a living-history trip to the High Desert Museum.

Visit Bend
877-245-8484
visitbend.com

Set on 135 wooded 
acres, High Desert Museum 
is where groups can see 
raptors, otters, porcupines 
and reptiles up close. 
During the summer months, 
experience birds of prey 
swooping overhead during 
the Raptors of the Desert Sky 
daily flight program. Explore 
ever-changing exhibits and 
enjoy lunch or a snack in the 
museum cafe. 

High Desert Museum
541-382-4754, ext. 271 
highdesertmuseum.org

itinerary planner

Wanderlust Tours offers 
half-day naturalist-guided 
tours and trips throughout the 
year in Bend, Sunriver and 
Sisters. For more than 25 
years, Wanderlust Tours has 
been the premier specialist 
for Central Oregon outdoor 
activities. Knowledgeable 
and professional guides go 
above and beyond to provide 
an enriching experience for 
visiting groups.

Wanderlust Tours
541-389-8359
wanderlusttours.com

Sunriver Resort 
makes every group outing 
unforgettable. Float the 
Deschutes River from the 
Sunriver Marina, play golf 
on one of the award-winning 
golf courses or bike through 
the towering pines on more 
than 40 miles of paved trails. 
Sunriver Resort is 20 minutes 
away from Mount Bachelor, 
where groups find skiing, 
snowboarding and tubing.

Sunriver Resort
855-279-1366 
destinationhotels.com/
 sunriver-resort

For nearly 80 years, the 
iconic Tower Theatre has 
been the center of downtown 
Bend. The art-deco venue 
remains central Oregon’s 
premier stage — a hub for 
culture, connection and 
artistic experiences. From 
live music and independent 
film festivals to lectures and 
acrobat shows, Tower Theatre 
hosts a variety of performing 
arts to interest any group.

Tower Theatre 
541-317-0700
towertheatre.org

Clockwise from top: iStock (2), Kirt Edblom, Wanderlust Tours, Creative Commons
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Lane County
Oregon’s cascades and coast deliver

awe-inspiring adventure
By Cortney Erndt

An outdoor lover’s dreamland, Lane County 
is where groups can hike to spectacular 
waterfalls, swim in hot springs, lounge below 
majestic ocean cliffs, ride the rapids of the 
McKenzie River and kayak ocean estuaries. The 
excursions, and the memories that come with 
them, seem endless. With close proximity to 
neighboring destinations, Lane County offers an 
ideal basecamp for groups traversing the region. 

“The city of Eugene is centrally located in the 
southern end of the Willamette Valley, two hours 
south of Portland, 90 minutes from the Pacific 
Ocean, an hour from the Cascade Mountains 
and three hours from the California border,” said 
Meg Trendler, tourism sales manager for Travel 
Lane County.

Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art, 
University of Oregon

Dune buggy ride Centennial Bridge

Museum of Natural and 
Cultural History, University 
of Oregon

Heceta Head Lighthouse

Salt Creek Falls, Willamette National Forest

Skinner Butte Park

Heceta Head Lighthouse

Downtown, Eugene

Museum of Natural and Cultural His-
tory, University of Oregon
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Ride Oregon’s
lofty dunes

The Oregon Dunes National 
Recreational Area stretches 40 miles 
along the Oregon coast from Florence 
to Coos Bay. The ever-shifting sand 
creates mountains up to 500 feet high, 
encircles coastal lakes, melts into flat 
ocean beaches and harbors  
diverse wildlife. 

“Often named as a favorite activity 
on tour of Oregon, taking a dune buggy 
ride on the Oregon Dunes National 
Recreation Area does not disappoint,” 
Trendler said. 

Dune buggy tours offer one of the 
best ways to see this other-worldly 
terrain. Companies like Sand Dunes 
Frontier and Sandland Adventures, both 
based in Florence, can get groups on 
their way.

See dignified
covered bridges 

Along scenic byways, groups 
can drive or cycle their way to 
the region’s many picturesque 
covered bridges. The town of 
Cottage Grove, “Covered Bridge 
Capital of the West,” is a natural 
starting point. The town is home 
to one of Oregon’s first scenic 
bikeways, the “Covered Bridges 
Scenic Bikeway,” offering 36 
miles of paved path looping 
through town and around 
Dorena Reservoir to six bridges. 
     “The Dorena and Chambers 
Covered Bridges are closed to 
vehicle traffic and can make 
a lovely setting for a catered 
lunch or dinner,” Trendler said. 
“Oregon has more than 50 
historic covered bridges and 
20 of them are in the Eugene, 
Cascades & Coast region. Tour 
six of them in Cottage Grove 
with a step-on guide and get a 
real local’s stories about these 
iconic ‘kissing bridges.’” 

Explore a
fanciful lighthouse

Heceta Head Lighthouse is an 
Instagram-worthy beacon on the Oregon 
coast. It shines year-round for visitors 
traveling Highway 101, and the grounds 
are a day-use park with restrooms and 
motorcoach parking. 

“Take an easy stroll from the beach 
to the lighthouse, passing the Heceta 
Lighthouse Keeper’s house, now a bed 
and breakfast,” Trendler said. 

Near Florence and the famous Sea 
Lion Caves, the lighthouse is where 
groups can walk the beach, hike the 
rocky bluffs or even tour the 125-year-
old landmark. 

“Take the guided tour to get a history 
lesson from a state park ranger,” she 
said. “And don’t forget to check out the 
gift shop on the way back down the trail.”

Learn something 
rather unordinary

Want to see the world’s oldest pair 
of shoes? History-driven groups should 
head to the University of Oregon’s 
Museum of Natural and Cultural History, 
which stewards the stories of Earth’s 
environments and cultures. 

“You can check out the skeletons 
of a saber-toothed salmon and a giant 
sloth,” Trendler said. “A wooly mammoth 
greets groups at the front door.”

Just a 10-minute walk away, the 
Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art is a 
gateway to the University of Oregon’s 
astonishing permanent collection of 
Asian art. 

“Expand the group’s art boundaries 
in their large galleries that show special 
exhibits from local and nationally known 
artists,” she said.

Trek to 
magnificent 
waterfalls

En route to Crater Lake 
or Bend on Highway 58, just 
before the Willamette Pass, stop 
at Salt Creek Falls. Following 
Multnomah Falls, it’s the second-
highest waterfall in Oregon. 

“The trail from the parking 
lot is smooth and relatively 
flat with a viewing platform 
that allows everyone, even a 
wheelchair or walker user, an 
unobstructed view of the 286-
foot falls,” she said. 

A loop gravel trail with 
interpretive signs offer a short 
hike with multiple vantage points 
along the canyon rim. Waterfall 
aficionados will want to continue 
the adventure to see Diamond 
Creek Falls. n

Travel Lane County
541-484-5307
eugenecascadescoast.org

Left page clockwise from top: Melanie Griffin, Todd Cooper, Colin Morton, Travel Lane County, Thomas Moser, Melanie Griffin, Brandon Fralic,
Travel Lane County, Ben Schorzman, Travel Lane County. Right page: Jessica Shefferman

Salt Creek Falls, Willamette National Forest, Lane County
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Oregon Coast Aquarium engages 
groups in ocean conservation

A resource for ocean education, 
conservation and animal rehabilita-
tion, Oregon Coast Aquarium in New-
port gives visiting groups a unique 
perspective on the Pacific Northwest. 
Several animal encounters and tours 
are available, delighting visitors with 
compelling stories and striking visu-
als. The aquarium’s indoor exhibits 
feature three galleries that represent 
the marine life and habitats found in 
Oregon’s sandy and rocky shores, and 
coastal waters.

Sally Compton, marketing and 
communications manager, encourages 
visitors to wander through the tunnels 
of “Passages of the Deep,” an experience 
that immerses visitors in the marine life 
of the Oregon coast. 

“The exhibit is designed for guests to 
view the changing underwater land-
scape, starting with Oregon’s rocky 
coastlines in the ‘Orford Reef ’ ex-
hibit, out to the ‘Open Sea’ exhibit that 

resembles the ocean environment far 
offshore,” Compton said.

The 1.32 million-gallon tank features 
habitats connected by a series of tun-
nels that stretch under water for 200 
feet. Suspended 8 feet below the water’s 
surface and 8 feet above the bottom, 
these tunnels create a sense of walking 
beneath the sea and offer unobstructed 
views of the thousands of sea creatures 
that call these exhibits home.

Among the rocky landscaping built 
throughout the aquarium is an under-
water cave inhabited by a giant Pacific 
octopus. Guests may schedule an Octo-
pus Encounter to feed and shake suckers 
with one of these intelligent animals.

“Perhaps the favorite animal of 
guests is the boneless, brainless and 
heartless sea jelly,” Compton said. Visi-
tors can even get hands-on with these 
tranquil creatures through a Sea Jelly 
Touch Encounter.

For fans of fuzz, the aquarium’s sea 

otters and their playful antics provide 
endless entertainment. Groups also love 
to watch the seal and sea lion training 
sessions, scheduled throughout the day.

The newest exhibit at the aquarium 
is “Seapunk: Powered by Imagina-
tion,” which opened earlier this year. 
This interactive display transforms the 
spectacle of the typical aquarium gallery 
by merging Victorian-era and futuristic 
technologies with marine exploration. 
The tanks themselves are works of art, 
and are home to schools of tropical fish, 
sea horses and eels.

Situated on 39 acres overlooking 
Yaquina Bay, Oregon Coast Aquarium is 
adjacent to an estuary, and opposite of 
Newport’s Historic Bayfront and work-
ing harbor. n

 
Oregon Coast Aquarium
541-867-3474
aquarium.org

Oregon Coast Aquarium
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South Dakota
Black Hills & Badlands 

The Black Hills & Badlands is an incredibly varied region, 
abundant with group-friendly attractions, activities and diverse 
scenery. The area contains six national parks and monuments in 
close proximity, and a beautiful state park with 1,300 bison. 

“Come experience monumental works of man and nature,” 
said Michelle Thomson, president and CEO of Black Hills & 
Badlands Tourism Association. “The mountains and forests of 
the Black Hills include a treasury of national parks, miles of 
scenic byways and watchable wildlife.”

More than 5 million acres of forest and mountain lands, 
Old West and Native American history, and one-of-a-kind 
attractions like Crazy Horse Memorial, make it easy to create a 
chock-full itinerary.

Black Hills & Badlands Tourism Association
605-355-3700
blackhillsbadlands.com

Ready for spectacular 
views, a giant herd of 
wild bison and some of 
the country’s most scenic 
drives? Custer State Park 
is comprised of 71,000 acres 
and has been providing an 
array of scenic beauty and 
outdoor recreation since the 
early 1900s. Experience 
activities like a Buffalo Jeep 
Safari or a Chuckwagon 
Hayride Cookout.

Custer State Park
605-255-4772
custerstatepark.com

itinerary planner

Crazy Horse Memorial, 
just 17 miles from Mount 
Rushmore, is a tribute to the 
North American Indian and 
the world’s largest mountain 
sculpture. The visitor complex 
is open year-round and is 
wheelchair accessible. Visitors 
can explore the extensive 
museum, cultural center, 
sculptor’s studio-home, gift 
shop, dining room and snack 
shop. Don’t miss the seasonal 
nightly laser show.

Crazy Horse Memorial
605-673-4681
crazyhorsememorial.org

The nearby Badlands 
National Park allows visitors 
an other-worldly experience. 
It’s home to majestic 
landscapes and diverse 
wildlife. The Lakota gave this 
land the name “mako sica,” 
meaning “land bad.” The 
Badlands consist of 244,000 
acres of sharply eroded 
buttes, pinnacles and spires 
blended with the largest 
protected mixed grass prairie 
in the United States.

Badlands National Park
605-433-5361
nps.gov/badl

Visit Mount Rushmore 
National Memorial, a granite 
mountain sculpture depicting 
four of America’s presidents. 
Final work on the carving 
was completed in 1941 and 
showcases art on a grand 
scale, creating a place 
for visitors to learn about 
democracy, patriotism and 
American history. Arrange an 
evening lighting ceremony 
and a sculptor’s studio talk. 

Mount Rushmore
 National Memorial
605-574-2523
nps.gov/moru

Clockwise from top: Black Hills & Badlands Tourism Association (3), Crazy Horse Memorial/Black Hills & Badlands Tourism Association, Black 
Hills & Badlands Tourism Association
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Stockyards Ag Experience
shares agriculture’s significance

Jim Woster, Stockyards Ag Experience Founder

Stockyards Ag Experience

Stockyards Ag Experience 

The Stockyards Ag Experience in 
Sioux Falls tells the story of agriculture 
in the economy and in society, as well as 
showcases its impact on the region. The 
site helps groups envision a world where 
everyone recognizes and celebrates the 
past, present and future of agriculture.

“We are a great place to stop when 
visiting our city’s namesake,” said Abby 
Bischoff, executive director. “The Stock-
yards Ag Experience is a place where 
people can connect to agriculture, which 
is the No. 1 industry in South Dakota.”

Bischoff’s passion for Sioux Falls is 
only matched by her passion for agricul-
ture. She grew up on a family farm, Ravine 
Creek Ranch, near Huron, South Dakota. 

The Stockyards Ag Experience 
museum offers two exhibits — one 
tells the 92-year history of the Sioux 
Falls Stockyards and its critical role in 
making Sioux Falls the vibrant city it is 
today. The exhibit takes visitors through 
the stockyards’ opening in 1917 to its 
closure in 2009. Vibrant historical im-
ages and high-tech interactive displays 
bring history to life. 

The hands-on “Farm to Table” 
exhibit helps guests learn more about 
where their food comes from. With 
dynamic interaction and informative 
display panels, visitors learn about food 
production while honoring farming and 
farm families. 

“We are fortunate to provide small 
tours through the space, or we can let folks 
do things self-guided,” Bischoff said. “Our 
flexibility makes for a great stop for dif-
ferent types of groups. We hope that folks 
who visit learn something new about agri-
culture, whether that’s the 1970s’ price of a 
hamburger at the Stockyards Cafe or that 
milk comes from cows — not just from 
the grocery store. We hope visitors learn 
something and appreciate what agriculture 
does for the world.”

Next year, Stockyards Ag Experience 
plans to open an outdoor plaza. The 
3.7-acre development will incorporate 
history, education and recreation. The 
design concept will walk groups from 
“Pasture to Plate” using original Stock-
yards remnants. 

At the entrance of the plaza, visi-

tors will walk into a beamed open space 
seeded in native grasses, reminiscent of 
agricultural fields. Groups will be able 
to walk through a replica livestock truck 
drop off, as well as through interpretive 
exhibits that display the history of agri-
culture, stockyards and banking. n

Stockyards Ag Experience
605-332-1917
stockyardsagexperience.org
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TEXAS
Dallas 

Twenty distinct districts, six professional sport teams, an 
impressive arts scene and Western heritage — Dallas has a new 
experience for every group. There’s also an array of culinary 
options among 12,000 restaurants; try the cuisine of celebrity 
chefs Dean Fearing and John Tesar, or the irresistible barbeque 
of Pecan Lodge in Deep Ellum. 

“Dallas is a unique and fun destination for groups of all sizes 
to experience,” said Mark Woelffer, board chair at VisitDallas 
and general manager at Sheraton Dallas Hotel. “Ideally 
positioned in the center of the country, Dallas has a thriving arts 
scene, incredible dining options, thrilling sports attractions and 
first-class shopping. All of this that Dallas has to offer can be 
found just minutes from Sheraton Dallas Hotel downtown.” 

VisitDallas
214-571-1000
visitdallas.com

Begin with a city view from 
470 feet in the air at Reunion 
Tower’s GeO-Deck, one 
of Dallas’ most recognized 
structures. Groups experience 
360-degree panoramic 
views, high-definition zoom 
cameras, touch screens and 
telescopes. “Constellation” 
is a series of touch screen 
monitors that encourage 
visitors to add their names 
and geographical information 
to a star. 

GeO-Deck
214-712-7040
reuniontower.com

itinerary planner

Pay tribute to President 
John F. Kennedy by visiting 
The Sixth Floor Museum 
at Dealey Plaza, the most-
visited historic site in North 
Texas. Located within the 
former Texas School Book 
Depository Building, the 
museum chronicles JFK’s 
1963 assassination. Groups 
should allow two hours for a 
museum visit.  

The Sixth Floor Museum
 at Dealey Plaza
214-747-6660
jfk.org

With 66 acres of beautiful 
grounds to explore, there’s 
no shortage of surprises 
at the Dallas Arboretum 
and Botanical Garden, 
located in East Dallas. Take a 
guided tour to see seasonal 
highlights, and enjoy a 
seated lunch at the historic 
Restaurant DeGolyer or a 
box lunch from Lula Mae 
Slaughter Dining Terrace. 

Dallas Arboretum
 and Botanical Garden
214-515-6520 
dallasarboretum.org

Nestled in Dallas’ 
downtown, Sheraton Dallas 
Hotel offers renovated 
rooms and suites with 
everything groups need to 
relax. The rooms are spread 
throughout three hotel towers, 
offering a wide selection of 
accommodation types. Enjoy 
breakfast, lunch or dinner at 
Open Palette, Illy coffee at 
Moka Pot, a cocktail at The 
Parlor or an on-the-go snack 
from the marketplace. 

Sheraton Dallas Hotel
214-922-8000 
marriott.com

Clockwise from top: Dibrova, Sheraton Dallas Hotel, VisitDallas, The Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey Plaza, VisitDallas
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nothing 
beats the 
real deal

fortworthstockyards.com

HISTORICAL TOURS

CATTLE DRIVES

SHOPPING, 
DINING & MORE!

Savor authenticity with 
Austin Eats Food Tours

Those visiting Austin should arrive 
hungry. Groups that take part in Austin 
Eats Food Tours will be treated to four 
or five different tastings that showcase 
the city’s best restaurants, breweries, and 
of course, food trucks.

“At each stop, guests can expect to 
receive more than a bite, and less than 
a meal,” said Adam Boles, general man-
ager of Austin Eats Food Tours. “We like 
to think that, while we know you’re on a 
food tour of Austin, you won’t ever feel 
like you’re in a group of ‘tourists.’ Our 
guides are hospitality industry insiders 
and they work really hard to promote a 
casual and fun environment while still 
being knowledgeable and informative.”

Each of the available tours offer 
visitors something a little different. 
The Friday East Austin Happy Hour 
Tour and the Saturday BBQ, Brunch & 
Brewery Tour both allow groups to get 
to know the funky and eclectic east side 
of Austin, home to some of the coolest 
new eateries, breweries and food trucks 
in town. 

The Best of Austin Food Truck Tour 
and the Sunday Luxe Brunch Tour 
are both citywide tours, showcasing a 

broader view of the amazing food scene 
across several neighborhoods.

“We also curate custom private tours, 
so if you’re coming to Austin with a 
group, our private tours are a great way 
to get to know exactly the parts of Aus-
tin you want to see,” Boles said.  

Austin Eats Food Tours works with 
nearly 100 of the capital city’s renowned 
restaurants, bars, food trucks and brew-
eries. Guests try everything from small 
hidden gems to Austin’s most esteemed 
upscale eateries.

“Kerlin BBQ and La Barbecue 
feature some of the best Texas Barbecue 
around,” Boles said. “Via 313 is one of 
our oldest restaurant partners, and they 
serve some of my favorite pizza in town; 
Zilker Brewing Co. and The ABGB are 
always popular brewery stops; Dee Dee 
Thai and Baton Creole are among our 
favorite food trucks; and Odd Duck and 
Fixe offer some of Austin’s most incred-
ible farm-to-table, high-end dining 
experiences.” n

Austin Eats Food Tours
512-963-4545 
austineatsfoodtours.com

Austin Eats Food Tours
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Washington
Seattle 

An adventure awaits in Seattle, where unrivaled beauty 
and world-class attractions meet major sports teams and 
a thriving arts scene. Groups can enjoy nature and explore 
like locals in the many diverse neighborhoods just a short 
distance from their hotel.

“Seattle is a transformative city bursting with culture, 
cuisine and innovation,” said Danielle Boyles, director of sales 
and marketing at Hyatt Regency Seattle. “Ranked as one of 
USA Today’s 10 Most Walkable Cities in the United States, 
the Emerald City combines iconic landmarks and unmatched 
beauty to make it a very attractive destination for groups. 
As the largest hotel in the Pacific Northwest, Hyatt Regency 
Seattle is able to welcome groups that previously weren’t able 
to host here.”

Visit Seattle
866-732-2695
visitseattle.org

One of the oldest 
continuously operated 
farmer’s markets in the U.S., 
Pike Place Market presides 
over a 9-acre historic district 
in the heart of downtown. 
Allow free time for groups 
to explore fish and produce 
stands, arts and crafts, ethnic 
groceries and gift stores, 
vintage clothing, antiques 
and collectibles, international 
restaurants, cafes and a 
myriad of food counters. 

Pike Place Market
206-682-7453
pikeplacemarket.org

itinerary planner

Chihuly Garden and 
Glass is located below the 
Space Needle on Seattle 
Center’s 74-acre campus. 
The exhibition showcases 
the most comprehensive 
collection of Washington-
native Dale Chihuly’s artwork 
ever assembled. It includes a 
collection of glass, sculpture 
and other media displayed 
in both interior and exterior 
exhibits. 

Chihuly Garden and Glass
206-753-4940
chihulygardenand
 glass.com

Built as the centerpiece of 
the 1962 Seattle World’s Fair, 
the 605-foot Space Needle 
is an ever-futuristic icon of 
Seattle. Across two levels of 
thrills, the observation deck 
features 360-degree views 
of the Seattle skyline, Puget 
Sound, and the Cascade and 
Olympic Mountains. Step out 
onto The Loupe, the world’s 
first revolving glass floor with 
Seattle at the group’s feet.

Space Needle
206-905-2100
spaceneedle.com

Within a mile of Seattle’s 
must-see attractions, Hyatt 
Regency Seattle offers 
incredible city views through 
oversized windows. Relax and 
unwind in rooms ranging from 
320 to 430 square feet and 
suites ranging from 540 to 
1,800 square feet. The hotel 
features three restaurants 
and bars, including Andare 
Kitchen & Bar, Daniel’s Broiler 
and The Rickhouse Whiskey 
Bar, and a 24-hour Market. 

Hyatt Regency Seattle
206-973-1234
hyatt.com

EXPLORE SEE STAYELEVATE

Clockwise from top: iStock, Hyatt Regency Seattle, iStock, Chihuly Garden and Glass, Tiffany Von Arnim
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EXPERIENCE
15,000 YEARS
OF HISTORY

Washington’s oldest museum has 
become the state’s newest museum — and 
its 66% larger. The new Burke Museum 
opened in October and has turned the 
Seattle museum “inside-out,” inviting 
groups to become part of a working re-
search facility. Nearly 60% of the museum 
has become accessible or visible to visitors, 
compared to only 30% percent previously.

“We are very excited to open the 
doors of the new Burke Museum to the 
public,” said Julie K. Stein, executive 
director. “We look forward to having a 
new building that serves as a gathering 
place for learning, research, and appre-
ciation of cultures and the environment 
for generations to come.”

The new Burke building has trans-
formed the northwest corner of the 
University of Washington’s campus, wel-
coming visitors from the new U District 
light rail station, which is expected to 
serve 18,000–20,000 people per day. 

The museum will host self-guided 
group visits beginning in January of 
2020. Groups can experience six galler-
ies about the people, landscape, plants 
and animals of the past and present that 
make the Pacific Northwest — and the 
greater world — special. Visitors can see 
the only real dinosaur fossils on display 
in Washington state alongside views 
of paleontologists removing rock from 
recently discovered fossils. 

“I knew we had to do more than just 
build a bigger box with good air condi-
tioning,” Stein said. “People’s reaction to 
going behind the scenes is magic. We had 
to do something to create that magic for 
everyone who comes to the Burke.”

In a departure from the typical 
natural history museum model, where 
exhibits are on one side of the wall and 
research is on the other, exhibit galler-
ies are now side-by-side with visible 
collections, labs and hands-on learning 
spaces. Twelve visible, state-of-the-art 
labs and an artists’ workshop are avail-
able to visitors.

Designed by Tom Kundig of Ol-
son Kundig, the new Burke Museum 
combines dramatic views of objects 
with Northwest features like sustainable 
wood siding, a native plant garden and 

a shed-style roof inspired by traditional 
Coast Salish dwellings. n

Burke Museum
206-616-3962
burkemuseum.org

New Burke Museum breaks
traditional barriers

Burke Museum
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Wyoming
Cody

Buffalo Bill’s legacy remains in Cody, a gateway to 
Yellowstone National Park. This year, the Cody Stampede Rodeo 
celebrated its 100th epic year.

“Buffalo Bill Cody was a big dreamer, and he masterfully 
made his dreams come true countless times,” said Claudia 
Wade, director of the Park County Travel Council. “But he could 
not have imagined how the annual rodeo that was created to 
honor his legacy would have the same authentic luster 100 
years later.”

The Park County towns of Cody, Powell and Meeteetse are 
all known for their rodeos, authentic dude ranches, world-
class museums and recreational adventures that reflect the 
spirit of explorers who brought a remote region to the world’s 
attention. Let the group discover why Cody is the “Rodeo 
Capital of the World.”

Park County Travel Council
307-587-2297

This year marked the 
100th anniversary of Cody 
Stampede Rodeo and the 
81st anniversary of Cody 
Nite Rodeo, the longest 
running and the only nightly 
rodeo in the world (June 1 
through Sept. 1 in Stampede 
Park). Have the group’s 
picture taken with “Mongo,” 
a 2,000-pound live bull, and 
learn to rope like the cowgirls 
and cowboys.

Cody Nite Rodeo
307-587-5155
codystampederodeo.com

itinerary planner

The spirit of the American 
West is a story that began 
thousands of years ago; learn 
about those who changed the 
land at Buffalo Bill Center 
of the West. Pre-schedule a 
private, guided tour to see the 
highlights. Enjoy an authentic 
outdoor chuckwagon meal, 
cooked on-site at the center. 
Or, saddle up to enjoy a 
scenic trail ride.

Buffalo Bill Center
 of the West
307-578-4114
centerofthewest.org/
 visit/group-sales

The world’s first national 
park contains more than 2 
million acres of steaming 
geysers, crystalline lakes, 
thundering falls, panoramic 
vistas and remarkable 
diversity. Yellowstone 
National Park is just as 
wonderous as it is complex. 
Explore a bit of the park with 
a ranger via a hike, walk, boat 
cruise or science program.

Yellowstone National Park
307-344-7381
nps.gov/yell

On the site of Old Trail 
Town, Buffalo Bill laid out 
the original townsite of Cody. 
Today, the town preserves 
the lifestyle and history of 
the Frontier West through a 
rare collection of authentic 
structures and furnishings. 
From remote locations across 
Wyoming and Montana, 
the historic buildings were 
carefully disassembled, 
moved and reassembled.

Old Trail Town
307-587-5302
oldtrailtown.org

Cockwise from top: Creative Commons (2), NPS/Jacob W. Frank, Buffalo Bill Center of the West, Creative Commons
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The Brinton Museum showcases 
works of the American West

Located in the foothills of the 
Bighorn Mountains on the historic 
620-acre Quarter Circle A Ranch, The 
Brinton Museum in Big Horn presents 
19th-, 20th- and 21st-century Western 
and American Indian art. Igniting cu-
riosity and exploration, the museum’s 
sweeping landscape and surrounding 
mountain range have been the muse of 
treasured American artists from Rem-
ington to Gollings. 

Visiting groups should plan on 
spending at least two hours at the mu-
seum but could spend an additional two 
by taking a grounds tour, attending a 
leather demonstration and eating lunch 
at the Brinton Bistro. 

“The Brinton Museum is the only mu-
seum in the United States that maintains 

a significant historic and ever-expanding 
Western and American-Indian art collec-
tion on a beautifully maintained historic 
property at the foot of a mountain range,” 
said Kenneth L. Schuster, director and 
chief curator. “The art, as well as the 
Quarter Circle A Ranch property, are an 
American treasure.” 

The Brinton Museum’s 24,000- 
square-foot, $15.8-million, eco-con-
scious building houses one of the most 
significant and extensive Western and 
American Indian Art collections in the 
Rocky Mountain West. The building 
includes three floors featuring four gal-
leries, a museum store, and the restau-
rant, which offers indoor and outdoor 
dining. 

Climate-controlled spaces allow The 

Brinton Museum to preserve and exhibit 
new works and collections by iconic 
artists, including Frederic Remington, 
Charles M. Russell, Edward Borein and 
Winold Reiss, along with the world’s 
largest Hans Kleiber collection. n

The Brinton Museum
307-672-3173
thebrintonmuseum.org

The Forrest E. Mars, Jr. Building 

The Brinton Museum
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Finland
Experience a true winter wonderland 

from Helsinki to Finnish Lapland
By Erica Zazo

It only took 30 seconds after step-
ping off our tour bus for my eyelashes 
to freeze. Not surprising given the 
fact that we had set foot into minus 
13-degree Fahrenheit temperatures, 
in late January, nearly 200 miles north 
of the Arctic Circle. Hours later, I 
found myself steaming in the heat of a 
180-degree sauna — only to jump into 
a 32-degree ice hole to cool off again.

From the bustling streets of Hel-
sinki to remote wilderness in the Arctic 
Circle, the dramatic experiences and 
exciting excursions I took part in during 
my time in Finland were unforgettable. 

For groups looking for adventure, 
awe and authenticity, Finland checks all 
the boxes.

Finnish Lapland
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Even in the dead of winter, 
Helsinki is an epicenter of enter-
tainment. In the main shopping 
and restaurant district, we found 
a plentiful mix of brand-name 
stores and boutiques, casual and 
fine dining, and cafes and bars 
to relax. Throughout the city, 
we were able to take self-guided 
walks to soak in the neoclassical 
architecture and the hundreds 
of sculptures scattered through 
public greenspaces. And one of 
my favorite experiences was a 
ferry ride to the 271-year-old sea 
fortress on Suomenlinna Island 

for dinner of locally harvested 
fish and produce.

Another cool four-season 
experience downtown involves 
taking a dip in the Allas Sea 
Pool, a public pool and sauna 
venue in the heart of Helsinki. 
I was in for a surprise when I 
learned that one of the three 
pools our group was swimming 
in was filled with water pumped 
straight from the icy Baltic sea. 
In authentic Finnish fashion, 
the local’s winter swimming 
tradition had us heating up in a 
175- to 195-degree sauna before 

sliding into the 35-degree water. 
It was freezing yet incredibly 
refreshing.

During the night, the streets 
of Helsinki came alive. We 
strolled through Market Square, 
a public space featuring a daily 
market full of art, food and cafe 
vendors, as strings of white holi-
day lights illuminated the snowy 
walkway next to South Harbour. 

As we made our way back to 
our boutique hotel, Hotel Haven, 
music poured out of cozy pubs 
and candle-lit restaurants and 
onto the chilly streets.

Bustling city center

Cityscape of Helsinki with Cathedral, South Harbor and Market Square
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One of my favorite things to do 
while traveling is escape into nature. 
Doing so allows you to get a glimpse 
of what life is like away from the hustle 
and bustle of the city, and it shows you 
a side of the country that urban areas 
can’t embody: wildlife.

Lucky for me, our group made it 
to one of Finland’s 40 national parks 
located just a stone’s throw away from 
the Finnish capital. We took a quick 
35-minute bus ride northwest of 
Helsinki to Nuuksio National Park, a 
45-square-kilometer (17 square-miles) 
scenic woodland area that provides a 
remote escape into wilderness.

As we entered the park, a sleek and 
modern Scandinavian building — The 
Haltia Nature Center — emerged from 
between the trees. We stopped inside to 
rent snowshoes and pick up trail maps 
but got caught up in admiration over 
the center’s extensive and elaborate 
exhibits. Paying homage to Finnish 
nature, the exhibits covered topics 
including local sustainability, native 
plants and animals, and the country’s 
expansive national park system. 

Stepping onto the Haukankierros Trail, 
the winter silence engulfed me. A fresh lay-
er of snow blanketed the entire forest floor 
and not a single tree was left uncovered. 

We trekked — snowshoes on our 
feet — around the almost 2 ½-mile 
loop trail. Along the way, we climbed 
out onto bluffs overlooking Lake Hauk-
kalampi, crossed over wooden bridges 
above small streams and even spotted 
a few frozen waterfalls tucked away 
behind the dense tree line. 

At the end of the hike, our group 
stopped at one of many warming huts 
scattered around the park to heat up. 
Inside the three-walled, wooden struc-
ture we found chopped firewood and 
small benches surrounding a stone fire 
pit — making the perfect place to sit and 
prepare a kettle of water for coffee and tea.

Scandinavian nature 

Lake Haukkalampi, Nuuksio National Park, Finland
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Located at the northern tip 
of Finland, the city of Ivalo em-
bodies the true spirit of “winter 
wonderland”: tall and skinny 
pine trees caked in frozen snow-
fall, white forests so dense you 
can’t see through the edge of the 
tree line and reindeer popping 
their heads out of the snow-
covered foliage.

Even in peak season, no more 
than 500 people inhabit the town 
of Ivalo. They stay to support the 
groups of tourists that flock to the 
area to experience the charm of 
winter in the “Great White North.” 

One of the most unforget-
table experiences, dog sled-
ding with outfitter Wild North 

Huskies, gave us the opportunity 
to see the backcountry of this 
northern Arctic region, also 
known as Finnish Lapland. On 
top of the wooden toboggan, we 
each took turns either enjoy-
ing the ride or steering the pack 
of six dogs ahead down curvy, 
single-track trails between tall 
stands of pine trees. 

Our group also had the 
chance to encounter reindeer — 
one of Finland’s most beloved 
creatures — at a native village 
guided by outfitter Lapland 
Safaris. We learned how special 
reindeer are not only to locals, 
but to the native people of Fin-
land: the Sámi. At the Sámi vil-

lage, we toured the grounds and 
the reindeer farm to learn about 
how the animals have long-been 
a resource for food, clothing, 
support and companionship. 

Ending our trip, we sat cozy 
under wool blankets as reindeer 
pulled our sleigh through a 
snowfield. Listening to the Sámi 
guides share stories about the 
rich history of Finnish tradition 
and ancestry as we drifted along, 
the sun slowly dipped — casting 
a purple-and-pink hue across 
the Arctic sky. n

Visit Finland – 
 Finland Convention Bureau
visitfinland.com

Great White North

Finnish Lapland
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Discover the wonder  
of Christmas

LIVE NATIVITY

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES

GIFT SHOP

BillyGrahamLibrary.org • 704-401-3200 • 4330 Westmont Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina

A MINISTRY OF BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION  

Visit  the Billy Graham Library in Charlotte and celebrate the 
birth of Jesus Christ. Enjoy the live nativity, inspiring exhibits, 
light displays, horse-drawn carriage rides, delicious holiday treats, 
carolers, and much more. Be sure to ask about our Christmas 
dinners—served every Thursday–Saturday.

DEC. 2–23, 2019 • FREE ADMISSION & FREE PARKING 
MON. TO THUR., 9:30 A.M.–9:00 P.M. • FRI. TO SAT., 9:30 A.M.–10:00 P.M. 




